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Gift subscriptions to
International Viewpoi nt

For your comrades and triends

Why not take advantage of our special conditions for
sending a gift subscription to lntenational Viewwint
(or its French. German or Spanish versions) to a triend or
comrade anywhere in the world! They gel 12 issues of
the magazine (instead of the usual t1). delivered by
aimailto their home address.

You gain too! For each new subscription you send, we
will extend your own subscription by two months!

You could also consider our solidarity subscription
scheme. For about the price of a 6 month subscription,
you enable us to send the magazine to a group of
militants or a political prisoner in the third world for a
whole year.
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Palestine

'Tur rxs Is cANroMSAfloN!" cried Yasser.A,rafat, one week
before he signed the Glo B accords on the redeploi,ment of
the Israeli army on the West Bank.

"Cantonisation" is the right word. One year too late, the
Palestinian negotiators have discovered the essence of the
Israeli project. The West Bank and Gaza strip are being
dismantled into little islands managed by the Palestinians,

but surrounded by territory adrninistered by [srael.l The
Israelis will decide who comes in ard out of the Palestinian
zones, and how and when you can travel from one zone to
another.

Oslo B divides the West Bank into thee zones.

* Zol'r A: Seven towns, {rom which the Israeli army will
with&aw within six months, passing administrative and
police conhol to the Palestinian Authority. The Israeli
army will no tonger have the right to enter zone A, except

for tire city of Hebron, where it retairs responsibility for
the "protection' of some 400 Zonist colonists, who
continue to dishlb the life of the town's other 12O000

residenb.

* ZoNE B: The Palestinian Authority will administer
these 450 villages. "Order" witl be maintained iointly by
he Palestinian police and the lsraeli army.

* ZoNr C: 687" of the West Bank, induding most of the
Zonist colonies, the lands they cultivate, and the roads

which link them, will remain entirely under Israeli
conhol.

This redeployment will permit the Palestinian Authority t9
oreanise ilections to the 82-member Council which will
miruge the life of Palestiniars. Without the slightest conhol
over the West Bank's nafural resoluces, nor over entry into
and deparhrre from the terdtories administered.

"This isn't a good accord," admits the chief Palestinian
negotiator Abu Ala. "But it is the best we could obtain".

The Israeli promises are vague even on the concete question
of the liberation of Palestinian political prisoners. The
timetable is long and theA proposals cover only one third of
the estimated 6,000 detainees.

One understands why Hamas spokesman Imad Faluji could
say. a fuw da)E before the signah-[e of Oslo B, "the terms of
ttre neBotiations under way will make the Palestinian
authority into a police force serving the Israeli occupier."

After 25 years in exile, Hamid A1 Ghul of the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) retums to discover that

"here in Gaza, we find ourselves in a large prisory guarded
and controlled by Israel. And after these accords, the West
Bank too will be a prison, and there will be a comp)icated
system of passes and permissions to move from one section
to another. And there will be a kapo in charge of each cell."

For Yasrr Ar#at, President of the Paletinian Authority, the
presence of 12,000 Palestinian police officers with machine
guns, even if they are limited to 30"" o[ the West Bank, will
push developments past the point of no retum, ard confirm
i process which can onJy lead to independence.

Liberal Israeljs like the joumalist Nahum Bamea agpe. "The

accord is the end for the political concept of "Jddea and
Samaria'. From now oru there will be lob of Judeas, and lots
of Samarias. And all round them there will be the West
Bank".2

But the facts and numbers are hard-headed, and they
challenge these optimistic prognosis. There will not be a

West Ban[, with "iots of Judeas, and loE of Samarias". There

will be a Greater Israel, with loe of litde Palestinustans.

The Israeli Prime Minister Yitshak Rabin and Envtuonment
Minister Yossed Sarid see this accord as tracing the contours
of the 21st century map of historic Palestine. Israel will armex

more than one ttrird of the West Bank and Gaza, induding
most of the Zionist colonies and the land Israel has
appropriated over the last 25 years. The rest of the West Bank
viiil bi cantonised, and administered by the Palestinians
under the close surveillance of the Israelis, and maybe the

Jordanians too. If the Palestinians wanl Israel will not really
object to them giving these cantons *re title of "Free and
Indepmdent State of Palestine". Or Holy lslamic Palestinian

Empire, for all the difference it makes.

This is what Yibhal< Rabin meant when he says that "today,
I am opposed to the creation of a Palestinian state. I shess the
word 

-'today'. 
Later on, we will be looking at all kinds of

solutions." 3

*

Ilotes

nepinted lrom nouge, 28 S€ptember 1995

1 . 83y. at lhB b€ginning ol negoliations, 63"4 in he fnal Oslo B documenl

2. YedrotAtu oro4 24 s€ptember 1gg5

3. yffi Ahato,tol, on tte e!€ ot tle Jewish New Year
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As sooN As rrE RETURNED To GAZAI Yasser Arafat initiated
his favourite game - working to divide the various political
forces of the Palestinian opposition, and creating other
parties under his own control. All these new patties were
created with the explicit authorisation of YasseiAEIat. This
suggests that the Palestinian Authority will demand that all
political parties seek official authorisation for their activities.
This seems to be confirmed by Arafat's statement, three
months ago, that Hamas could participate in the
forthcominfi elections, iI it transformed ieeU iito a political
pa*y and agreed to support the "peace process".

Palestine (DFLP) and declared their support for the "peace
process".

Arafat has ato managed to encourage a split in the Pmple's
Party, aJready doser to the new power elite.

SusprNsroN or rnE ABMED sTRUGcLE?

The Islamic Jihad Movement denies it, but they seem to have
agreed to suspend all military activity in the Gaza strip until
May 1996, date set for the direct negotiations on the final
status of the occupied and dutonomous territories. The

The formation of these political currents is
intended to guarantee the existence of a
"loyal opposition".

Arafat's goal is the elirnination of the old
political formations and thet replacement by
new ones. This is the meaning behind the
creation of the Palestinian Peace Movement,
and of his recent promise to a delegation of
the Socialist International2 that he would
support the oeation of a Palestinian political
party sureptible to join this socialdemocratic
intemational regrouping.

Rank and file militants in AraIat's own Fatah
party say that the repression currently
directed against Hamas and the Islamic Jihad
movement will be followed by the liquidation
of Fatah itself, and its replacement by new
parties. These rnilitants suspect that such a
process is already under way. The liquidation
of Fatalr would tale place on h^ro levels. On
the one hand, part of the leadership would be
integrated into the state appaiatus, and
offered senior posts. This tactic was

lsaeli bofiler guards b6at a Paleslinran demonslrator in East Jerusalom, wijle others run lo hide jnside t|6 G'ent
House (in lhe backEound). lsraetipotice b€at and wourided t0 demonstraloE and tour photographeE utt tubber
bullels and made several arests during he d€monstration. photo by A. Awad, reproduced lr.|,n ltqistron Wnin

employed at the moment of creation of the Palestinian
Authority, and has become increasingly important since. At
the same time, all opposition to Ar#a[ iirside Fatah would be
systematically and direcdy liquidated.

Following a meeting with Arafat in May 1995, thirteen
cadres abandoned the Demooatic Front for the Liberation of

media has reported extensively on the divergence within this
currenl resulting in conhadictory declaratiors by its leaders,
both in the territories and in exild. For erample, when he was
released from prison Abd Allah Al Chami declared that Oslo
"has become a reality", with which one must come to terms.
He Iater accused the media of having distorted his statement.
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Hamas also prornised to stop all military activity in
the zone of autonomy, and put pressure on the more
radical Al Qassem units to make them too respect this
promiqp. This pressure was followed by a direct
repression of AJ Quassem, and their disarmament by
force.

The PFLP has promised to suspend all military action
in the territory under PA control, and to act in
accordance with the legal regulations in force within
these zones. In exchange, Arafat has legalised the
PFLP's newspaper, allowed them to re-open their
office, and msured the release of those of thet cadre
who were imprisoned. Four months have passed
since this agreement, and the PFLP has hardly
stepped outside the new regulations.

The PFLP has nevet experienced a serious
confrontation with the Palesthian Authority (unlike
Hamas, Islamic ]ihad and, to a lesser extent, the DFLP). This
is partly because the movement has renounced the armed
struggle and avoided any provocative actions. Eleven
militants were recently arrested by the Palestinian
authorities following a PFLP action against Israeli colonists
and soldiery but were released h^/o days later.

and tribal chiefs (particularly in Gaza and Jericco). Another
tactic is to impo6e a number of regulations and supervision
mechanisms on non-governmental organisations, and to
persecute all those who refuse to comply.

NEGoTIATIoNS BLoCKED

AraIat's negotiations with Hamas and Islamic Jihad have
been blocked for months now. Both organisations say they
will come ba& to the negotiating table only when more of
their prisoners are freed and when the PA's State Secudty
Court is abolished.

Negotiations with the other parties seemed for xrme time to
be progresshg, but have now broken down after a common
delegation including Haydar Abd A1 Chafi and Abd Allah
Al Hourani failed to convince Arafat to accept these same
two conditions as the basis for any real dialogue.

GAZA ToDAY

The campaign for the disarmament of the different
formations continues, with a daily ration of searches and
confiscations.

The Palestinian Authority's apparatus is now made up of
53,000 civil servants, 18-20,000 of whom are employed by
one of the various security services. There arc an estimated
20,000 informers among the civilian population. The
monttrly salary costs of this bureaucracy are $30 m3. Of an
estimated M40 m. received by the Palestinian Authority,
over half have been allocated to salary costs a

The high number of civil sen ants, particularly in the
security seryices, illustrates the role which Israel has
allocated to the Palestinian Authori$. One image of this
role is the PA's newly-established State Security Court. The
address of this organ is secret and it meets to pronounce
sentence at one o'clock in the moming. Lawyers for the
defence are not allowed to be present at any of the
proceedings. The Supreme Court in Caza illustrates another
aspect of the power struch[e. Supposedly supreme, this
court is a mere formal instance. lts decisions onJy tal<e effect

when approved by Arafat.

All the political forces in Gaza live in fear and expectation.
The Human Rights Foundation recently refused to
denounce the arrest of thrce young militants of the PFLP.

The PA imposes a very strict control on the media,
including the Arab media in East Jerusalem. There have
been severe reprisals and mrmerous banning orders s

The PA is fying to consolidate the power of its Preventative
Security Force in all the towns of the Gaza strip And 150

PSA agents are employed in Jemsalem, aiswerinB to the
Palestinian Authority, but under the benevolent regard of
the Israeli security services.

As well as breaking the will of the political parties and
persecuting newspapers and journalists, the Palestinian
Authority ls also trying to extend its control over the whole
society. One tactic is to build linls with traditional leaden

THE LEFT ALTERNATTVE

The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palesthe needs to
build tlvo kinds of alliance: a regrouping of democratic
forces, particularly the FDLP, the People's Party and
hdependent personalities inside the territoriet and a wider
alliance among the ten formations which opposed the Oslo
accords. Within this wider alliance it is essential that the
democratic bloc plaJs an important role. Unfortunately, the
PFIP has not yet really implemented such a strategv.

The construction of the Democratic Patriotic Alliance, the
framework accepted by both {ronts for developing their co-

operation, is very uneven in policy and membership across

the various territories.

In Naplus, Hamas does not participate, despite the recent
negotiitions between local DPA leader Bassam Al Shaka

and all ten of the antioslo parties during his visit to
Damaxus.

kr Ramallah, the People's Party has agreed to join the DPA
on the basis of a common platform condemning the
colonisation and affirming our attachment to Jerusalem.
Rather than condemning the Oslo accords, the Ramallah
DPA text speaks of "going further" and "changing" them.

In Bethlehem and Hebron discussion is still underway
about the possibfity of forming some alliance between the
two fronts and a number of independent Personalities
which syrnpathise with them.
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* Palestine
Tnr pnorrr

The Intifadah is declining, but the diversity and level of
popular initiatives and activities to defend their land and
resist colonisation is increasing.

The general feeling among the masses is one of
disappointment with the political parties, which refuse or
are incapable of acting. Pmple are beginning to act without
relying on "the politicians".

Recent examples indude the thrce sit-ins at Um Tuba and
Bet SafaJa to oppose land expropriations, and the 1 April
1995 demonstration against new dams organised by
Jerusalem-based NGOs "{or the right to housing".

Opposition to the Israeli national celebrations of the
supposed 3,000 anniversary of the foundation of Jerusalem
by King David has taken various forms: a demonshation at
AI Issawiya, a press conference on confiscated land in
Bethanina, and a demorstration in the Beb Al Jadid district
of Jerusalem over the increasing Jewish domination of the
town.

Experienced politica.l activjsts, some of whom have in the
past been arested for presumed membership of the PFLP,
have played an important role in the organisation of these
activities, be it through the movement for the right to
housing, at Um Tuba or at Sowr Beh.ir. But this was a matter
of individual initiative, not evidence of "remote conhol" by
the organisadon.

The growing involvement of the masses in this type of
activity is certainly positive. But it also testifies to the
general wealness of all the political formations.

Today's demonstrations are peaceful, and do not
degenerate into violence. One result could be not just the
definitive abandoning of the underground struggle and the
acceptarce of legality in all forms of protes! but also a risk
of confining ourselves to the struggle against the
expropriation of this or that rrap of Iand or the right to an
aparhnent, without challenging the occupation as such, and
abandoning the field of political struggle for the righb of
the Palestinian pmple to a state, the right of rehm, and the
right to self-determination. These current struggles are very
important. The root of the housing problem is the

suppression of the Palestinians' right to housing by Israel,
through colonisation and appropriation. But it is essential
that the struggles against expropriation and for the right to
housing incorporate a political struggle on the "big
issues". And this is not at all the case at the moment.

JEnuslrur.r
A council has been established, induding representatives
of Fatah, PFLP, FDLP, the People's Party, Hamas and the
Fida movement 6, and five independents (two close to
Fatah, one close to the PFLP, one Muslim religiow leader
and one Christian). Faysal Al Husseni presides, without
occupying one of ther 11 designated seats.

Commissions are being established to deal with healtlr,
educatiory cultffe, tourism, co[unerce, land and a range
of other questions.

The prerogatives of the council, and ib relatiorship to the
State of Israel remain to be defined.

The Jerusalem Council has no official relations to the
Palestinian Authority, and has the power to allocate all the
funds it receives.

The Council has refused to tale a position on the question
of land appropriation in Jerusalem. It seems, howevel
that Al Hussayd has at least the moral authority of the
Council to lobby and make media statements on this
question.

The members of this Council ate desiguted from above.
The "representatives" of the DFLP, PFLP and PPP have
not yet received the authorisation of their respective
parties to participate in the Council's activities.

There is a real risk that the Council of Jerusalem is a first
step towards one of three "solutions" of the Jerusalem
question:

* Separate Israeli and Palestinian municipal
authorities to run West and East Jerusalem
respectively.

* A single umbrella council, de-centralised in
practice to separate bodies for East and West

'from the Jorlan to the sea"
lsrael's parliament approved Prime [,linister YiEhak Rabin's peace deal wifr

lhe PLO on 6 October 1995 by 61 votes to 59. Rabin donned his general's hat
for the debate to try to outflank right-wingers who accuse him ol wanting to retum
lsrael to its pre-1967 borders.'The borders ol the state of lsrael under the
permanent agreement will exceed the borders that existed prior to the Six Day
War. We will not retum to lhe lines ol June 4th '1967,'said Rabin, lsraeli army
chief of staff during the 1967 Middle East war. Foreign Minisler Shimofl peres

said lsrael had conceded nothing. "From the sea to the Jordan Biver and from
the Jordan to the sea, lhere will be no other arny but the lsraeli Defense
Forces."

More han 20,000 lsraelis lined the streets ol central Jerusalem on the eve of
the vole to prolest against the deal, later sunounding the parliament building.

The '1993 agreement belween lsrael and the Palestine Liberation
Organisation passed by a vote of 61-50. Since then, Rabin's malition has shrunk
and maverick legislators have crossed lines on fie peace issue. Two members
of he ruling Labour party voled against this latest plan. *

6 tntenatiotal Vielrrpoint n' 271 - t{ovenfur 1995



Jerusalem (adopting a formal model similar to the local
govemment strucfure of [,ondon).

* An integated municipal council.

The PFLP, DFLP and Hamas would, of course, refuse to
participate in any of these three bodies, But the current
council might just be a way of testing the water before
carrying the other Palestinian forces further in the 'process
of negotiation".

A number of political forces have called for the abandoning
of the Jerusalem Council, and the establishment of a
"Workplace Commission". In Naplus and Ramallah, such
commissions have become the main common structure of
the various political forces. Village and local representatives
participate in these Mies to discuss local social questions.

INSIDE TnE 19!E cEAsE FIRE LrNE

Palestiniars within the 19rE cease fue line are citizens of the
State of Israel, and can therefore participate to a limited
extent in parliamentary politics there. The main formation
supported by the members of the "two fronts" (DFLP,
PFLP) is the Patriotic Democratic Regroupment. A
founding congress will be held later this monttr, though
forces already committed include the Abna Al Balad
movement Pact and Equality Movement, the Progressive
Movement of Mohamed Miarri, the Roots in the Negev
movement, and a number of independent personalities.

Some 59ol" of delegates to the recent Abna AI Balad
movement congress resolved not to present a list in the
forthcoming Knesset (lsraeli Parliament) elections, not to
oppose the presentation of any PDR list, and not to publidy
endorce any electoral list.

This position represents a compromise. A small minority of
delegates wanted Abna Al Balad to dissolve itself into a
PDR bloc. Others wanted to impose the demand for the
abottion of the Zonist character of the State of Israel on any
Abna Al Balad or PDR List. In fact, of course, the Israeli
authorities would probably refi$e to register any electoral
list with such a demand.

After a long and difficult debate, Abna Al Balad has
emerged stronger from this conference, and is united
around the new shategy.

The Islamic fundamentalist movement inside the 19,18 cease
fire line will abstain completely from the Israeli elections. It
will neither present nor endorse candidates. This is formally
a very similar position to that of Abna Al Balad. Except that
the fundamentalists camot be expected to vote the same
way. Whereas most Abna Al Balad militants can be
expected to vote for a PDR list.

*

Palestine's
politicians
* Paleslinian Pact Party
Gaza-based. Supports the Palestinian
Authority
Leadec Abdalah Issa and Kannan Al Saraj

* Palestinian Peace Movement
Gaza-based. Created as Arafat s response to
lhe lsraeli peace movement, who crilicised the
lack of a Palestinian peace movement.
Leader Assad Abu Sharkh, doctor at the Al
Azhar University

* Palestinian Patriotic Regroupment
Naplus-based. Supports he Palestinian
AufDrity and he Oslo
Accords, wants to
'teinforce democracy'
Leader: Ahmed Tuqan

* Patriotic Unionist
Flegroupment
Jerusalem-based. Same
orientation as the
Palestinian Patriotic
Regroupment
Leader: Daud Abu
Ghazala .

* Patriotic Movement for
Change
Led by lormer members
of George Habash's
Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP), following their
meetings wih Arafat, this
formalion declares it
goals as workjng for the
re€nforcement ol the
Palestinian authorties
and of democracy, and
he "consolidation" of the perspectives of the
Odo accords.
Leaders: Khadar Al Maghribi and Youssef Al
Ajrami,

* Patriotic Democratic Regroupment
Also created by former FPLP members in
Gaza, and since February 1995 inmrporating
also the National Movement for Change.
Leaders: Yussef Atwan and Fariss Yaghi

* Arab Socialist Baath Party
Naplus-based, lhis scission of the Arab
Ljberation Front was created after a meeting
between he traclion's leader, Jamal Al
Bastami, and Yasser Arafal.

* Irovement for Democratic Construction
Reformist opposition formation, working lor a
constiluent assembly, and stressing lhe
imponance of democratic reloms. Supported
by the Palestinian people's Party (ex-
Communrst)
Leader Haidar Abd Al Chali.

* lslamic Process Movement and lsiamic
Front
Both these scissions of Hamas (l/ovement of
lhe lslamic Resistance) have been legally
recognis€d by he Palestinian Authority.
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THERE ARE Two MEASURES AGAINST WHICH TO IUDGE THIS

accord: the Iegitimate rights of the Palestinian pmple, and
the effect on the imperialist-Zonist domination of the Arab
homeland.

As a solution to the rights of the Palestiniars, notably the
right to retum, Oslo B has nothing to do with the essence of
the conflict. It benefits the dependent Palestinian capitalists
at the expense of the majority of the population. It
guarantees the right of retum for the leadership of the PLO
and i8 pohce, at the expense of the right of retum of two
thirds of the Palestinians in the diaspora.

As concems the second yardstick, the best interpretation
one can give to Glo B is to see it as a functional division
between the Israeli central govemment and the Palestinian
self-rule authorities. A functional division of control over
the West Bank and Gaza, that is. Not a functional division
of control over all of Palestine.

The direct subjection of the West Bank and Caza to the
occupation is being replaced with a "legitimisation" of the
occupatiory as has already happened in Caza-Jericho. This
reflects the balance of power between the dependent and
comprador Palestinian capitalists and the Israeli lumpen-
imperialist regime.

But why has the PLO leadership decided to negohate? Why

surrenderl Why limit itself to the interests of the
dependent, comprador social factions of the Palestinian
people? The ambitions of these social factions never
transcended the aim of having a small share in the ioint
exploitatior (with the Israeli capitalists) of Palestinian
labour. Fa lower than the ambitions of a productive,
nationalist pitalist class, which would seek to conhol its
owr,nation markel

For a long time, in point of fact, the PLO leadership has

been re-shaping the PLO's position to fit in with the
ideology and interests of capital, and ruling caPitaLists in
the region and on the global scale. This clarifies its iqlimi
(regional, provincial) idmlogy, as the negation of the pan-
Arab nationalism of the Arab popular classes. . . .

What facilitates the signature of this agreement is the total
absence of any action by the Palestinian radical leftist and
democratic opposition. The last few months have seen the
'r$ectionists' moving, albeit indirectly, towards acceptance

of Oslo. The sih:ation is that oI the intemalisation of defeat
by much of the radical left. Especially the leadership.

The political Islamic movement is the only part of the
rejectionist front which is still, in practice, resisting the
agreement. This guarantees that movement a substantial
part of popular support.

The police machine of the self-rule authorities, and the
occupation forces, are responding against this
development.

The radical Ieft is unable to face the rightwing camp's
surrender to the occupation, or to match the practical
resistance of the political Islamic current. The radical left is
formally against Oslo B. Today, I doubt the seriousness of
this opposition.

The left will doubtless stay in this position for a certain
period. The real development will come from the popular
Arab rejection of the agreement. Such a reiection is already
visible among the activities of the trade unions, writers,
joumalists' associations and so on.

'l{hen the agreement is applied, the Palestinian people will
realise that it fails to regain their legitimate rights. And as

long as the comprador Arab regimes continue to facilitate
the Israeli intregration-through-domination of the Arab
homeland, then fopular resistairce will be renewed. *

Political lslam
Fundamentalism or
National Struggle?
by Adel Samara
orrblshed in October 1995 bv the Al N,4ashflo Cenlre for
Development and Cu,tural Stirdies, Jerusdleri Prke f6l$12
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2. Visitng GaTa al he beginning of 1 995

3. Figur€ given by George Al Abd at a r€c€nt pr€ss cor srence organis€d by fr6 Abd Al
Hamid Shuman in Amman, Jodan.

4.. $228 m., according to Nabil shaat.
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Portugal

'Ihe Socialist gaty won sn ouern)fiehning rtir.tory in tfu. 1. )ctober 199 5 genera[ e[ection. tle spokg

to francisco Loupa, fuoo[utianary Sociilist earq cadilate in Lis6on.

O Wky sucfi m imprusiae Socia[ist Qarry z)i.tay ?

Francisco Louga: The [rightist] Social Democratic Party
(I'SD) had had an absolute majority in parliament for eleven
years. This was the longest period of political stability since
the revolution of 25 April 1974. This made possible not just a
political re.alignment on the right, but the rmrganisation of
all the social structures which supported the govemment:
industrialists, especially exporters, all those who have
benefited from our adhesion to the European Common
Market in 1986, civil servants, property owner and property
speculators.

Until 1990 the Portuguese economy was growing. This was
the result o{ European Community financing, dsing exports,
a much more efficient tax-collection system, and a marked
decline in social struggles, particularly in the number of
strikes by manual workers.

The recession which began in 1991 was at the root of the
decline of the Social Democratic Party, which has continued
ever since. The last four years have seen municipal and
European electoral defeats for the PSD. The party apParah$
was tired, and the party's hegemony called into question.
Prime Minister Cavaco's decision not to stand in this last
election was a fatal blow for the party.

The Socialist Party (PS) was the largest of the opposition
parties, with a constant 30'/" of votes, compared to 51'1, for
the PSD. The Socialists were therefore the best placed to
capture popular frushation with the govemment. They won
43'1, of the vote.

tD 14kat were tfu tfuru-s of tfuir canpaign?

The Socialists said that after all the scandals and the growhg
social tension, only they could guarantee stability. Their
political and social proposals are very close to the right's
traditional programme. They agree on the essentials:
European policy (including defence of the Maastricht Treaty
and the planned introduction of the single European
currency), privatisation and social policy. The only new
point in the Socialist Party's programme was a demagogic
promir on the minimum wage for the poor and homeless.

O 'lfu Poou{searn loubk[ iu score, pt$fiiq tfu
Corurunisi Party inio fourth ptaa. t{orbl

The PopuJar Party (PP) is the new name of the old CDS, the
wealest of the right wing parties, and an organisation \arith

direct relations with some of the former leaders of the

I
,

dictatorship. The party used to win 12-14% of the vote, but
this had declined to 4% in the 1980s, when the Social
Democratic Party began to win 51% of the vote. The new
Popular Party has won 9% of the vote. More than 4%, but a
long way short of the CDS all-time record of 16%.

Having said this, the PP now attracls mainly urban, young
and radical supporters, rather than the traditional rural
support of the CDS. And this election was the first in which a
right wing party dared axe its propaganda on security,
poJicing, and foreignen. This was the first time questions like
dmg use became themes of political debate.

O '[fu lcomrrunbt Partu-donitlited) 'llnitaru
Democratk Coalition suiu to fia e [ist friounl.

The Communlst Party vote is slowly declining from 9-100/" to
8-9%. They have preserved their strongholds in the maior
towns and the areas where there was a land reform. But their
base electorate is growing older. Their declhe ftom 17 to 15

deputies is also due to a tactical vote for the Socialist Party.

O gnl tfu krtofutionary Sociatist eatyl
We presented almost 350 candidates, right across the
country. We tried to rur a radical campaign, clearly marking
our differences with the
Socialist Party over themes like
the need for free education. We
also talked about deaths in
police custody over the last 15
years, women's rights, the
rights of sexual minoritieg anti-
racism, and work accidents
(Porhrgal has one of the worst
rates of workplace injury in
Europe).

The difference between the I5
and the I5R is the "R' of
Revolt and Revolution. An4 at
least in Portuguese, Demand.
Our campaign was a success,
in that our meetings in Porto,
Coimbra, Lisbon and a number

-<D

-of other towrs were larger, and the public yourlger, than in
the iast election. We won just over 40,000 votes, compared to
61,000 in 191. In Lisbon we had 17,000 votes. We needed
20.000 to have a [5R deputy there. In Lisbon and a number
of towns we are in fifth position, with shong scores arnong
the young and in working dass districs. *
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Ireland

760 ilaller,rye /arcri" tle @
6y ]rry fotE

Fon sour rrME, THE Lf,ADERs oF THE IRrsH REvoLurIoNARy
nationalist movement have been waming that the so<alled
peace process is in a crisis. On Sept. 3Q about 500 activists of
Sinn F6in, the political organization that supports the Irish
Republican Army, met in Dublin to diruss the results of the
negotiahons since the indefinite ceasefue declared by the
IRA more than a year ago. The negotiations have run up
against two main obstacles - the refusal of the British
goverrunent to offer any remission of sentence for the large
number of republican political prisoners and the demand of
the British government that the IRA surrender
("decommission") its weapons before all-party talks can
begin. On the eve of the Sinn F6in conference, the clandestine
leadership of the IRA issued a statement saying: "[British
Prime Minister] John Major's govemment know enough of
Anglo-irish history to understand that there is no possibility
of disarmament except as part of a negotiated settlement.
Given that history and the reality that they and their loyalist
death squad allies hold the largest stock of licensed and
unlicensed weapons, the demand for an IRA handover of
weapons is ludicrous."

mass media, the bourgeois rulers get in a thousand. And if
the republicans now have better access to the pub)ic, they can
also be morc vulnerable to the pressure of public opinion,
which in n,,rmal circumstances is dominated by the
bourgmis ml rs and press.

For example, polls show that the maiority of Catholics in
Northern Ireland think that the IRA should give up its
weapons. That is not surprising. The IRA military struBgle
had long been h a blind alley, and their arsenal is derisory
by comparison with the weaponry of the police and army. If
there were a real chance an acceptable peace, even Catholics
could thinl< that it would be foolish to let the IRA'S arms
stand in the way. In any case, the involvement of the
Catholic population in Northern Ireland in the shuggle is
unevery and the republicars' popular base depends on mass
hvolvement. On the other hand, politically experienced
people, even moderates, such as some prominent Catholic
priests, have expres-sed fears that the disarmament of the IRA
before the achievement of a democratic settlement, would
expose the Catholic populatlon again to pogroms.

An intemational commission on decommissioning, chaired
by U.S. Sen. George Mitchel, is expected to be meeting in
advance of President Clinton's planned visit to Ireland in
December. In the Oct.Z lish Times, pdidcal reporter Daglin
De Braden wrote: "Senior sources believe that once it has
been agreed to establish the commissiory it will be difficu.lt
for any of the parties to reiect its recommendations."

The British Boverrunent knows befter than anyone that the
IRA arcnal is not a signifcant obstacle to peace negotiations.
The advantage for them in pressing this issue is that they
know that a section of the movement would regard the
turning in of weapons as surrender. Thus, by making
"decommissioning" a condition for negotiatiorc, they can
hope to produce a spLit in the movement.

At the same time, they are increasing the pressure by
threatening a new military crackdown. The republican
leadership has responded to these tactics by calling for mass
demonstrations to demand multiparty talks. The problem is
that it difficult to mobilize masses of people for such a vague
and unverifiable objective. On the oher hand there may be a
basis for a mass movement for amnesty for the republican
prisoners. On Sept. 27, the European Court on Human
Rights at Shasbourg handed down a verdict condemning the
British for shooting down three IRA members without
waming Gibraltar in 1988. The following dap the British
High Court condemned the Maior govemment for delaying
parole of five republican prisoners. For some years, human

ghts advocates defending Irish political prisoners have
been winning important victories that indicate that the
British repression is becoming discredited in the eyes of
inlormed public opinion. *

AT THtr SINN FEIN CoNFERENCE, the lack of any important
British concessions to the republican prisoneis was
apparently a major source of tension. The l'ish Times of Oct.
2 quoted a north Belfast delegate as saying, "Offering
prisoners 50% remission [time off for good behavior] -what they had in 1989 - is an insult. There is great
frustration in my area about the 'peace process'. There were
indications of tensions at the conference but not of anv
explicit challenges to the peace negotiations policy of thl
Sinn F6in leadership." However, the same north Belfast
delegate also said that: "One benefit has been the
relationstr-ip Sinn F6in has developed with the SDLP [the
bourgeois Irish nationalist party h Northem lreland] and
the U.S. administration. Though, they could both dump us iI
we go too far for them."

THE Mosr NoTABLE RESULT oF THE IRA CEASEFIRE is that
republican leaders are now being treated as statesmen by
bourgeois governments. In particular, the Sinn F6iir
president, Gerry Adams, has been received at the White
House and allowed to tour the United States and to raise
money for his organization. Apparently rqrublican activists
are beginning to think that their seemingly broadminded
bourgeois interlocutors might not be very reliable. Well they
might. For every word the republican leaders get into the

Gerry Foley is the editot of the San-Francisco based nanpaper
Socialist Action, and a former editor o/ International
Viewpoint
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Poland

oa t

'Ifiis montfi's presidmtia[ efectiot* nt. a major cfiofienge for tfie go[kfi popufatian. Sections of tfu
clrLserlotiae igfit, supported 6y parts of tfie Sofidnmosc tradt uninn kneaucrory, are tfireateruing

to "takg or.tion" if tfiepopufm eyCommurukt can{i[ate, Akfuanler l(wasnfu.wsfu, wins.

6! Zbitnitu, Kou, ateus fr
Warsmt, Ocnber 1995

THE NEo-LTBERAL nrcrrr, with its origirs in Solidarity, was
defeated in September 1993. The Alliance of the Democratic
Left (SDL), Ied by Social Democrary of the Polish Republic
(SdRP) found itself in government, in alliance with the
Polish Peasant Party (PSL), itself formed from a satellite
party of the Stalinist regime.

This was an earthquake. The Stalinist regime had fallen
hardly four years ago. No one could have imagined that
political currents with their roots in that hated regime, even
hansformed, could rehrm to power, especially in so short a
time.

The former anti-Stalinist oppositiory which had been carried
to power by the masses, was defeated by the popular vote in
1993, because successive govemmenls from this current had
made severe attacks on the interests and social gains of the
workers. The restoration of cdpitalism wds proving more
difficult than the ideologues of the market had expected. The
success of the Alliance of the Democratic Left was an
expression of the protest of large layers of the working and
popr.rlar classes against the disashous social consequences of
"shock therapy" and the policy of capitalist restoration.

THE SDRP Is NoT A SrAUNrsr pARTy, despite its origins. The
old Staljnist partv. the Polish Unified Workers' Partl
(P[)WP) dissolved once it lost power. The creation of a social
democratic party in its place was no mere camouflage
operation. The PUW? was the political organisation of the
state bureaucracy and, towards the end of Stalinist ru1e, of
the fust nomenklatura capitalists. The new SdRP, deprived
of state power, could hardly be perceived as a political
representative by state bureaucats or capitalists, even those
whose roots were in the old bureaucracy. Primitive
accumulation of capital in Poland is too closely linked to the
state apparatus, and the parties of govemment for such a
thing to happen.

The SdRP was forced to shift its s{xial terrain - towards the
salaried masses, and to use the support of the former
Stalinist trade unions. These are the majority unions
nowadays, as a result of the discrediting of Solidarity in the
eyes of most workers, as the result of the way the former
independent union has fallen under the political control of
the right, and protected "shock therapy".

The SdRP might be a left wing party, but it does not
re?resent a left altemative to the restoration of capitalism.
The pro-liberal wing which leads the party wants to restore
the market economy, win the support of the capitalist
sectors, cooperate with the Catholic church" and link igelf to
the world bourgeoisie and the imperialist powers. They want
to join the Europe of Maastricht and NATO.

The left-voting electorate thought the SdRP would be a
barrier agaimt the righf and a defender of the population's
social gains. Once it was elected, the party immediately
forgot its promises (which had in any case been as vague as
possible), and set about managing the restoration of
capitalism.

In the search for a compromise with the right, the SDL
govemment ceded to president Walesa conhol over the key
Defence, Interior and Foreign Affairs Ministries. It also
renomced support for the re-legalisation of abortiory and for
protecting the non<onJessional nature of the state.

The economy has grown under the SDL-PSL govemment.
But the salaried layers have not benefited at all. Real wages
of employees in the productive sector are hardly rising. The
income of health and education workers is still falling.
Unemployment is no longer rising (at least in the official
statistics), but there is no plan for a struggle against mass
unemployment (at least 17%) and its social effects. The
rhythm of privatisation has slowed considerably, but the
government is trying to speed it up, and to continue
dismantling the essential part of stateowned indrstry.

Nevertheless, the SdRP remains the hegemonic force on the
Polish left. "The other left", the Union of Labour (LrP) formed
from the old anti-Stalinist opposition and Solidarity, and
rehforced since by trarisfusions of members from the old
Stalinist party, has different origins, but shares the same
essential pottical nahue. It too is a social democratic party,
and one of secondary importance. The U? also benefited
from the Ieft tulr-r in voter qanpathies in 1993, and is well-
represented in parliament. But it has no base in the hade
unions. The LrP not only refuses to form a united iront with
the SdRP against the right, but has been trying to form a
coalition with the liberal right Free Umon (UW) in order to
chase the SdRP out of govemment.
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* Poland

The SdRP-PSL has ar.r absolute majority in parJiament. The
right is represented by the Free Union and a number of
small formations, while the mqority of the conservative and
radical right, including the Church-sponsored National-
Christian Union (ZChN) have been pushed into the exha-
parliamentary opposition.

The SdRP-PSL is in government, but has only limited
power. The right is tom apant, and outside govemment, but
s6ll holds considerable power. Through [,ech Walesa it has

the Presidenry of the Republic. It has conhol of the army,
the political police, the national bank, and the national
television stations.

This "cohabitation" is increasingly conflictual as the dght
becomes more and more radical, faced with a second
electoral defeat.

OprNIoN polls give SLD candidate Aleksander
Kwasniewski (SdRP) 25% of potential votes. The second
Ieft-wing candidate, the independent Tadeusz Zielinski,
State Spokesman for the Rights of the Citizen, has little
chance o{ reaching the second round. Zielirski is supported
by the Union oi Labour (LrP) and the Polish Socialist Party
(PPS). The leadership of the UP had origrnally proposed
Jacek Kuron as caadidate, but delegates at their conference
refused to support a man who is also the candidate of the
party of Leszek Balcerowicz, the architect of the "shock
therapy". Zielinski's victory over Kuron has provoked a

crisis in the Union of Labour. Honorary President Karol
Modzelewski, a Kwon partisan, has left the party in protest.

The right is presenting a range of candidates, in an un-
coordinated fashion. The independent candidate Hanna
Cronkiewicz-Waltz, Director of the National Bank had,
until recently, more support than either Walesa or Kuron.
The slogan of her campaign is the struggle "against
feminism and the subversion of the Christiar moral order".

The ecclesiastic hierarchy is openly intervening in the
election campaign, joining with the right-wing to appeal to
Poles to bar the way to the "post-Communist"
Kwasniewski. Even Jacek Kurory hirnself attacked as "post-
CommurList" by the non-liberal sections of the right and by
most of the ecclesiastic hierarchy, has publicly supported
this public position of the bishops.

These three forces have recently enabled the incumbent,
Lech Walesa, to regain second place in the polls, with
sulficimt support to beat Kwasniewski in the second round.

The liberal current is the only part of the
rightwing to have an influential party to
represent it. The conservative and radical
ight continue refusing to ally themselves
with the Free Union against the SdRP and the
SLD. But despite its dispersal, the right
remains a powerful and menacing force.
After all, there is also the "ecclesiastical
party" - the hierarchy of the Catholic
Church, the "military pafiy" - the general
staff and the military hierarchy, and the
"trade union party" - made up of the
hierarchy of the Solidarity trade uflions.

THE ECCLEsrAsrrcs want to install a

confessional state in Poland. The military
want to support Walesa, and to eftsure that

the military bureaucrary can actively participate in political
power. And the Solidarity leadership supports a

confessional state and a corporatist regime. Solidarity
President Marian Krzaklewski has threatened to call for a

Polish re-make of the "march on Rome".

Solidarity is still a ra'orkers' union, but its leadership is
completely in the hands of the right and the far right. The
union continues to mobilise part of the workhg class, in
particular the mir.ring proletadat of Silesia. The union's
slogans mix justified workers' demands and extremely
reactionary demands. The ideological workshops of
Solidarity have concocted a "synthesis" of revolutionary
syndicalism and integral nationalism, similar in many
respects to the ideolog,v of the French and ItaLian workers'
movements at the beginning of the century.

The most extreme curent in Solidaity, openly anti-semitic,
is led by Zygmunt Wrzodak, and has its shonghold in the
Ursus hactor factory in Warsaw. It was trade unionists from
Ursus who used an anti-govemment demonstration this
June to call for sending the ministers to the gas chambers.

Warsaw Regional President of SoJidarity, Maciej Jankowski,
has condemned the "fascist methods" of his colleagues at
Ursus. But he himsell insists that, i{ Kwasniewski becomes
president, his rmion will unleash "a revolution, which will
not be of the velvet kind [against] Comrmrnist power".

The Catholic clergy certainly shares the sentiments of father
Henryk Jankowski, the pro-Solidarity priest whose anti-
semitic diatribe met with enthusiastic applause at the recent
Solidarity congress. The audience that day included Lech
Walesa.

FIGImNG THE RrGHT in Poland today means preventing the
installation of a right-wing dictatorihip. The restoration of
capitalism camot be taken all the way without a radical
necessarily violent change in the balance of social forces,
and a transformation of the structures of society. Political
democracy, even the bourgeois q?e, is incompatible with
the consolidation of the process of restoration.

ln the best case, an electoral victory for the left will slow the
growth of this tendency. But it will not reverse it, since this
left is itself in favour of the restoration of capitalism. There is
an urgent need for an anti-capitalist altemative. But there is
no si$.r of such an altemativebn the horizon. *
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Creece

'\fu $ree(\ourgeoisir pkyed t{te slrcerer's apprentiu wfien it al[it[ itsetf uitfi tfii Serbinn an{
Eosni.cn Serb efites.Tfie spe[f is now 6rokgn. And tfu wfiofr of socitty is paying tfii, prire,

bq Qea1e fi[itolios
Atfiatr, kptelfller 1995

CZ,

GREECE HAs BEEN PART oF TIIE YuGosLAv cRtsls since the
beginning. It gave unconditional support to the Belgrade
regime and its representatives in Bosnia-Herzegovina. And
it has refused to recognise the existence of the Republic of
Macedonia. It has even imposed an economic blcrkade on
the country.

The consequences are numerous and far-reaching. A
nationalist wave has swept over the country. The Yugoslav
conflict and the Macedonian crisis have led all tendencies in
the political class towards exheme forms of chauvinism. The
political spectmm is transformed.

In 1993, a split in the classic right wing "New Democracy"
party leaded to the creation of the "Political Spring" party,
and the collapse of the rightist government. The social
democratic party (PASOK) retumed to office.

In PASOK, like the other parties, nationalist and
warmongering tendencies have emerged. These currents
talk of "Orthodox Christianity behg menaced by Papism

[Catholicism] and imperialisrn'. They long for the day when
"Greece will share a frontier with Serbia" - which implies
the military destruction of the Repubhc of Macedonia.

This chauvinist degeneration has ceated a new di.,'iding line
within the Greek political class. The traditional left-right
polarisation has slowly loet its intensity, to be replaced by a

polarisation between isolationist chauvinists who advocate a

strong-arm policy towards Albania and Macedonia, and
more moderate nationalists who try to calm expansionist
desires in order to maintain Greece's position inside the
European Union.

More importantly perhaps, these changes at the top have
been accompanied by a transformation at the base. Millions
have marched in the street to denounce the "encirdemenfl'
of Greece by the Republic of Macedonia, Albania, Turkey,
Papism, America, the West and/or the Islamic crerent.

They invoke an elective affinity between Serbs and Greeks:
the same cult of the ethnically "pure" state and the same
unstoppable faith in the messianic mission of our "chosen
people". They condemn the "intemational anti-Creek and
anti-orthodox consptacy". And they propose an "orthodox
axis" of Greek, Serbs and Russiars.

THIS Is A REAL popuLAR MAss MoVEMENT, encouraged by
demagogues, the media, an ovetwhelming majority of
intellectuals, and above all by the last two Sovemments -
first New Demcrrary, then PASOK.

It has passed from words to actions. There are systematic
and openly racist search and control operations aimed at
undocumented Albanian immigrants. There are terrorist
actions inside Albania, some carried out by the same Greek
fascist commandos who fight in Bosnia alongside the
Bosnian Serbs,

The day after Srebrenica fell, several Athens daily
newspapers reported with joy that "the Greek flag now flies
over Srebrenica". Later that day one Greek volunteer
announced on the country's largest lelevision station that
"once the artillery stopped, we went in to carry out the
cleaning operation". This whole underworld is manipulated
by the Greek secret services. Such statements have become
cor non cLuTency.

80% of the population declare ry.rnpathy for racist, chauvinist
ideas. From Prime Minster Papandreou and the Orthodox
Church to the ma,or newspapers and the trade unions,
"opinion-makers" have declared their faith in an "ethnically
pure and homogeneous state" in Greece. l,ogcally, this can
only lead them to support ethnic cleansing in Bosnia.

A part of big Greek capital recognises that this isolationist,
anti-westem and bellicose orientation of the bourgeoisie until
now is an economic ard diplomatic disaster. They w.int to
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* Greece

extend their field of operations
into the newly-opened economies
of Albania, Macedonia and
Bulgaria. They denounce the
"visionary" poLicy of the majority
of the Greek political elite as a
dangerous delusion. They appeal
for a policy of "normal" economic
penetration of the neighbouring
countries. In all the major parties,
"moderates" are coming to the
fore.

IN THE NAME oF TIfls REDISCo!,ERED

REAusi{, the advocates of "Greater
Greece" have caLmed down, and
changed strategy. Profiting from
the disorientation of public
opinion and the passivity of the
traditional left, the pragmatists
now calL for the normalisation of
relations with Albania and
Macedonia. Adventurism has not
worked, so they adapt. On 13
September Prime Minister

re

Papandreou signed the document recognising, at long las!
the existence of the Republic of Macedonia.

It would be naive to think that this explosion of Greek
nationalism was an unpleasant episode which is finally
over. It has left a number of open wounds in Greek society.
They will not heal quickly.

New Democracy and PASOK were temporadly able to
arrest their irreversible decline by playing the nationalist
card. Both parties now emerge so weakened and
discredited that nothing seems able to prevent their
disintegratiorl sooner rather than later. Faced with such a
crisis, the maior currents of the bourgeoisie are aheady
considerhg how to nansler their support to more effective
political irstrumene.

As for the left, the balance sheet is alrnost as negative as for
the major parties. While the (Stalinist) Communist Party
and the lrft Coalition refused to support anti-immi$ant
police campaigns, and abstained from the anti-Albanian
and anti-Macedonian hysteri4 both parties were unable to
defend what should have been their principle shength -solidarity between workers of different ethnic and national
origins.

The Greek left has been urnble to orient itself in a world

THE woRsr IS PERHAPS BEHIND, but
society has been hansformed by the
experience. The left and the trade
unions were unable to present an
effective aliemative to the simplistic
slogans of the neo-Orthodox and
pogromist mobs. Anger at growing
pauperisation has been channeled
towa rd s substitute targets: "the
foreigners who take the bread from
our mouths".

We gave chase to the "Other" - all those wh are different,
or even poorer than we were. Greeks "discovered"
imperialism and the class memy just north of our frontiers.
Al1 there is in reality are a few poor neighbour states
looking for their place in the sun. We have been fighting
with ghosts.

We are waking up from this collective nightmare. But
several painful surpdses await us. The political divisions
may look the same, but the whole terrain has shifted to the
right. Fascist groupings, openly calling for the uprooting of
minorities of all kinds, have emerged in both the major
political parties. Such groups did not exist before the
Yugoslav crisis.

The intelligenbia was once clearly to the left. Nowadays our
intellectuals have discovered the eternal "values" of
Orthodox Christianity, and are cultivating the ideas of
"Greece the immortal". That is, when they are not busy
visiting Pale or Bania Luka to have themselves
photographed alongside the Bosnian Se$ Ceneral Mladic.

THI AppRENmcEsHrp rs ovER. The Greek bourgmisie is now
paying the price of its adventurism, caught up in a web of
its own rnaking. Just as the bourgeoisie tries to make us
forget yesterday's expansionist drcams, and as it strives to
"normalise" relations with our northem neighbours, our
rulers find it more and more difficu.lt to "normalise" their
own monster children. One day after Papandreou
recognised the Republic of Macedonia, the Communal
Council in the north Greek town of Florina voted to wipe
out the shame which the town carried. The good citizens of
Florina were thinking of the headquarters of "Rainbow" -the political party which represents this country's Slavo-
Macedonian minority. One hour after the vote, there were
no traces of this "shame". All had been consumed in the
fire. *

lr{ Flvlxxt ml.f

Orthodox Church, and even the
extreme necnationalist cu[ents in
Creek politics. The "well-meaning"
left stands accused and culpable.
The Communist Parg even more so

[... ] In branding Bosnians,
Albanians, Macedonians and the
few "cosmopolitan" Greeks who
opposed Karadzic's macabre
activities as "sworn enemies ol
Greece" the Greek left failed the
most decisive of tesb.

The 1995 bound
collection of
lnternational

Viewpoint will
soon be available,
price $U525,/f15.

Previous years
cost $us15/f10

(airmail outside EU +10%)

where "achrally existing
socialism" no longer
exists. They mistakenly
thought Milosevic,
Karadzic and Mladic
were "Europe's last anti-
imperialists". Hence
their "anti-imperialist"
support for the
chauvinist policies of the
Greek government:
including alliances with
the reactionary
hierarchy of the
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Morocco

fulzru?'/hnuclc,,4iati/?
Sonia Leitft speafu to ebf-ehnumen Sfr\ai an[ Ab{a{ta[L Etfianf, editors of tfu new ra{ira[ frft
montfify Annaj fi D emncrati (,\fie D emacratir gatfi)

O tlfiat is tfu gerura[ c[imate in Morouo?
Euann: The economic and social situation is deteriorating.
This is rein{orcing the contradictions between the classes.
The Moroccan people, supported by international
democratic forces, had managed to seize certain
improvements, particularly conceming human rights and
political liberties. An important nurnb€r of political prisoners
have been {reed, the ma,ority of exiles have returrred, some
information has been released about the "disappeared", and
there has been a relative improvement in the legal stahs of
women, and of Amazigh (the Berber language, spoken by
up to 4fflo of the population).

The level of popular struggle is certainly lower than in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. But the potential is shown by, on
the one hand, a series of very "hard" strikes, like the-one-
month long railway worken' strike and the two-year strike
at the Jebel Awam mine, and on the other hand a series of
struggles to preserve and extend civic rights. There are still
an important number of dishict and village-level struggles.

Two currents are r.ying for position in all the parliamentary
political forces. A more combative currenl syrrrpathetic to
the various popular struggles, is gaining ground in the
Socialist Union of Popular Forces (USFP) and the
Organisation for Democratic and Popular Action (OADP)
agairst the curent of technocrats and those who enjoy the
privileges the regime allows to parliamentary and local
Bovemment representatives. Even the ex{ommunist Party
of Progress and Socialism (PPS) is no longer a monolithic
bloc. The tension inside the political parties is a reflection of
the deepening conhadictions in society.

Attempts to reunify the Marxist-Icninistinfluenced left in a
legal organisation have been underway since the eady 190s.
It is worth noting that, while the roots of this left were in the
high school and university student s€ctors, there is now a
presence in both the main trade union federations, the
General Union of Workers of Morocco (UGTM) and the
Democratic Confederation of I-abour (CDT) and in a range
of associations, from the Association of Unemployed
Craduates to the Humar Rights Associdtion and the various
f eminist associations.

So this left is now an influential pole in the trade union
movement, and on the political scene in general. This is due
to its Z5-year long struggle, and its refusal to compromise
with the regime at the expense of the population. This left
has consistently refused the reactionary "national
corsersus", and a "social peace" which is nothing more than
a class war against the working population. This left has
been part of all the struggles, and has paid dearly.

Surenr: The political situation could explode. The power is
hcapable of solving everyday problems, like salalies and
health. Even worse, it is attempting to claw back gairs like
free education, which the democratic movement won at the
beginning of the 1960s.

The regime is trying to apply the dlktats of the htemational
Monetary Fund (lMF) and respect the demands of the
capitalist institutions. This is the sense of the Moroccan
signature of the GATT accords.

The regime has always combined repression with political
manoeuvring, in order to guarantee stability and its own
continuiiy. After the global and regional trarsformatioru; of
the 1980s, it has tried to construct d new corsensus through
the creation of a number of corurcils supposedly dealing with
each of the buming questions facing the country. I...1

O 'tltfiat is tfu effect of tfiz Atgeriofl sifrntiotl?
Elnentr; The Moroccan regime has followed a different
shategy towards the Islamic current. And, unlike in Algeria,
there has always been an opposition, including a radical
opposition. This radical opposition has had a significant
influence on young people. And because it has never been
integrated by the institutions of the regime, it has always
benefited from a real credibfity in the eyes of the population.

In Algeria, an absence of cohesion in the FLN and its
protracted intemal quarrels allowed the Islamic current to
develop over a long penod. Some FLN fractions even used
the lslamisb in their intemal power struggle. And the radical
opposition in Algeria, and to a certain extent in Tunisia,
ended up by rallying with the regime [against the
fundamentalists] or dissolving themselves. This doesn't
mean that the struggle against the Islamists has been won
here in Morocco. They have considerable resources, and the
growth of their current in Algeria is only encouraging them.
The discrediting of socialism since the collapse of the USSR. ..
a framework where there is no hfluenci of the socialist
bloc.. . facilitates the implantation of the Islamists.

FiStting aBairst lslamism mears fighting for democracy, for
a democracy which cannot be separaled from its socia],
economic and culh:ral aspects. But this is where the danger
which plagues the democratic opposition in our countries
lies. The regines try to confine us to the terain of formal
demands for partial constitutional and political reforms,
without,challmging the economic regime, and the resulting
social relations. Only by doing so could the people rise from
their misery, acquire decent housing and so on. Our struggle
must make this link between the political and the soiio-
economic. The widening of democratic liberties must be
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* N[orocco

exploited to organise the masses, so
that they themselves can win new
social ald economic improvements.
This in tum will reinJorce the social
movements.

SHBART: The situation in Algeria is
having a contradictory effect. On the
one hand the Moroccan regime is
profiting from the situation, since
Algeria is too preoccupied by its own
problems to continue to provide the
same level of support to the Westem
Sahara question. On the other hand,
the Algerian lslamists havc logistic
support in Morocco. The regime here
does not fully know what is
happening on Moroccan territory.
And the war waged in Algeria
reinforces the position of the
Moroccan Islamists, and popularises
the "heroism" of the lslamist rurrenr.

Amazigh dimension was suffocated
and marginalised for a long time.
The left began to realise this during
the 1970s, though our responr was
for some time limited to the domain
of principled positions. In 1993 a

number of leltist militants were
anested for slogars in favour of the
use of the Amazigh language during
the 1 May demonstrations. Since
then, the regime has tried to take the
wind from the sails of the
movement, by speculating about the
possibility of allowing education in
the Berber language.

Etrenn: Our newspaper will defend
the Amazigh question, without
succumbing to chauvinism. We
identify with the linguistic and
cultural demands which flow from

the contrasting reality of Morocco.

It is also true that the origins of the
Algerian and Moroccan Islamic
movements is different. In Algeria, they
appeared in a context of the suffocation of
civic liberties and a one-paty state. Here in
Morocco, the Islamic movement was born under the
benevolmt eye of the regime. It was an official movement,
operating in a legal way, with the function of fiShting
atheism, particularly the Marxist-Leninist current and the
progressive movement in general. It is in this context that
we should understand the assassination of Omar Ben

Jallun, and the shuggle between Islamists and [democratic
and left-wingl militants in the student sector.

The Islamic current in Morocco is weak, compared to its
Algerian, Tunisian and Eg)?tian counterparts. Most of the
Moroccan Islamists do not challenge the status quo, and
only demand some modifications of legislation to bring it
into accord with Islamic law. But there is one fascisishg
group, the Movement for Justice and Charity (Haraicat al
Adl wal Ihsen). This current is a danger for democracy.

O 'ltfrnt bd gou to create Lfre Denoctoti. Qatfl?

Ernlnn: The contradictory situation of socio-economic
decline offers a certain margin of liberty - in speech, in
publication and in the creation of civic associations. We had
to find a way to widen our intervention in the mass
organisations and the trade unions. We wanted to find a

way towards unity of idea: and politics, rvhich could
support comrnon activity. This new publication is away of
transforming the democratic gairs into gains ior all the
people. It will be a tribr.ne.

SunanI: For those of us behind The Democratic Path,
socialism is still on the agenda! Ou references is the open
current of Marxism, as developed by the Maoists,
Trobkyists and othen.

O t"fou will gou treat tfu kfier rytstion?
SHBARI: The Amazigh (Berber) identity is an indivisible part
of the multidimersional Moroccan identity, which indudes
an Arab, an Amazigh and an Islamic dimension. The

And we place the "Berber question" in
the more general framework of the

social, economic and cultutal
Irarginalisation of entire regions of the
,,,,,rtry. The democratic movement, and

revolutionaries, have the responsibility of
proposing specific solutions, inciuding proposihors for the

ielations there shoujd be between the different parE of the

country. The Democratic Patk doesn't solutions to these
questions. But we are aware of the issues. In my opinior;
solutions can only be found through a struggle which will
bring together the Moroccan pmple and the inhabitants of
these unique regions.

O And uomen's issuts ?

SHBAru: The Maflist movement was the first to take up the
woman questiory back in the 1970s. In our interventions, we
pushed for the formation of women's commissions, literacy
iampaigns aimed at poorer women, and so on. Some of the
comrades arrested at the same time as me were sentenced to
six yean imprisnment for this kind of activity!

Women;s issues have been progressively adopted by the
various political forces. The Women's Section of the OADP
had played a key role. There is now a unitary framework
brhging together all the [democratic] associatiors, and all
the aiffarent currents of democratic thought, in order to
propose changes to the Code of Personal Status. The effort
iha[ goes into The Demotatic Pal[ is the effort of miltans
who-are also involved in this unitary mobilisation, and
other sfuggles for women's rights. *

daa
For mol€ lnlormalion, conlacl AnMih Den di al BP 15927, Posle C€nlrel€, 20001

cssablanca. Moroc.o. TeW& +212 Z 4{8522

Boli the comrades in!6rvie*ed were impisoned tor membe6hip o, th6 lla Al Amam

organisalion (see lngnetbEl l4e ,Pdrrl f270, Octobe, 1S05). Abdatah $tuld 17 yeats

ol; m year senlence, and was released in January 1992, Ahddmun€o seoed I yoals ol a

1O y@r seitenc€, and lvas releassd in he General AmrEsty ol July 1994.
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Haiti

PRESIDENT JEAN.BERTRAND ARIsTIDE
RETURNED FRoM ExtLE on 15 October
1.994, on a US Air Force plane. The
ahnosphere in the capital city, Port-au-
Prince, was one of joy. The same could
not be said for the anniversary of this
event. Prime Minister Smarck Michel
had just resigned, complainjng that his
proposals for the introduction of a
structural adjustment plan "lacked the
necessary support" of Aristide and his
goverunent. US Vice President Al Gore
was promptly dispatched to the island,
where he gave Aristide a serious let-ture
(art "intense one-to-one meeting").

On 9 October Prime Minister Michel
had presented the govemment with the
draft version of a letter of intention
which he proposed to sign with the
World Bank. A number of ministers
were sceptic, even opposed. President
Aristide apparently asked Michel to
postpone his visit, in order to allow
more time for a pubLic debate on the
privafuation programme. A few hours
later, the Prime Minister resigned.

Al Gore used his visit to repeat to
Haitian journalists what Michel has
been saying for weeks: without
privatisJtion, w jthou t a structural
adiustment pia n, the lnternalional
Monetary Fturd (lMF) and World BanI
(WB) would not de-freeze the promised
loars. l,oars equivalent to 40% of the 1995-6 state budget.

from the promises he made to them
before his retum to Haiti. In either case,
this would mean admitting the
disappointing results of Haiti policy, and
giving the RepubLican Pady a stick to beat
Clinton with. The Republicans har e in
effect chosen Haiti as a field for conJlict
with the l4Thite House, and are currently
tluealening lo block aid to fre coLmtry.

A Haitian Senate Commission has asked
the US to retum the top secret archive of
the paramilitary FRAPH organisation.
This request came several weeks after a
man linked to US secret services, and
accused of several political crimes, was
freed from prison and allowed to leave
the country. The Haitian Minister of
Jlatice reproached the USA for thet role
in this aJfair.

AN TNTERNAL MEMo oF UNMIH (United
Nations Mission in Haiti) reports that:
"the economy has not improved
sufficiently to assure a desperate
population... This population, which had
shown itself willing to wait for the
situation to improve once President
Aristide returned, now increasingly
protests about its state. LINMIH statistics
indicate that there has been a steady
increase ir demonstrations wiLh economii
themes over the last sir months," said the

MTCHEL'S RESIGNAION rs A BLow ro ClntroN's HArfl Folrcy.
It follows a double defeat during the [JN ard U9sponsored
elections: not only was the abstention rate high, but not
enough o{ those elected are to Washington's liking. The
singer Manno Charlemagne, whose anti-imperiallst stince is
well-known, beat the US embassy-supported incumbent,
Evarc Paul, to become mayor of Port-au-Prince.

Al Gore had a number of preoccupations during his visit.
The new parliament is dominated by the Lavalas coalition.
Its ratification of the govemment's economic plan cannot be
taken for granted. And preparations for the presidential
election, which must be held by the end of this year, are
blocked 1

The Clinton adminishation cannot be seen to put too much
pressure on Aristide. But nor can they let him move away

memo. "!\rhile they have been relatively
small in scope, and generally peaceful in nature, the trend is
negative." Mounting street protests, coupled with the
landslide victory of President Aristide's t"avalas Platform in
recent local and parliamentary elections, will lead to
increasing pressure to block privatisatiory increase wages,
ard retain price controls, the memo

LINMIH is exaggerating a liftle when it talks of "incessant"
street demonstrations. But the sharpening social
contradictions have led to a series of mobilisations across the
cormtry over the last few weeks. Protest has ranged from the
absence of justice and comrption of the state adminishation
to the difficulties of everyday life (rent, food prices).

According to the LIIJMIH documen! Aristide is "the only
politician with a large, nation-wide base of support". Once he
goes. "the popuJation is frightened about being betrayed. in
the interests of the eUte. The authors in ary case recommend
precisetl such a treason: drawing the curta'in on the crimes of
the dictatorship, so as not to Irighten the business rnilieu.
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The population is starting to have doubts
about Aristide. True, his return meant an
end to repression. And he deserves praise
for having virtually abolished the army. But
how come almost nothing else has changed
over the last twelve months? These doubts
conaibuted to the high rate of abstention in
the elections. One of the highest abstention
rates was registered in the central plateau,
scene of Aristide's last pre-election series of
meetings.

Aristide is trying to presewe his popr.rlarity,
by manipulating and controlling the mass
movement. During his tours of the
provinces, he announces the creation of
"presidential projects". These weigh down
the public treasury, and short-circuit
govemment poJicies. The President has also
been careftrl, these last few months, to distingulsh him-selJ
from his ministers. As complaints of the absence o{ justice
rise, he has called on the people to submit to him personally
the names of persons who could replace the current
Minister of justice.

Privatisation mal<es Aristide particularly uncomJortable.
Sometimes he strongly supports the privatisation
programme, which he presents as another form of
"democratisation". More recently, he has promised to
imprison those who dare sell off state property. His
hesitation is not ideologicaf but tactical. For Aristide this
sur[ner's eyents in Costa Rica demonstrate the risk that a

dumsy privatisation programme could spark public uuest.
Economic "democratisation" through privatisation means
transferring public enterprises to the existing economic
oligarchy, with cirdes close to the political elite sharing in
the benefits of the transition.

Aristide is now protesting that "pottical stabfity is a key
element Ior reiuvenatinB the economy". But ex-Prime
Minister Smarck Michel and Finance Minister Marie
Michele Rey protest that they have been attacked for
applying plans which were first presented to overseas
barkers in August 1994 by tesiie Delatour, a member of the
Presidential Cabinet.

The events of the coming months are difficult to predict.
Will the presidential election really take place? Aristide
seems to have abandoned the idea of proposing a

constitutional amendment allowing him to stay in office.
But these last few weeks have seen a number of leaflets and
graffiti demanding that his mandate be extended to
compensate for the three years he passed in exile.

The new parliament is an unknown element. It took uP
office at the beginning of October, after an interminable
electoral procedure. The first ror-md of electiors was held on
25 June. But new voting took place on 13 August in one in
four of the electoral districts, as a result of widespread
irregularities in the initial vote. The LrN and the USA bear a
large part of the responsibfity.

Most of the opposition groups, who had given their support
to the military dictatorship, realised that they would be
marginalised when the vote took place. So they preferred to
call for a boycott. and spend the summer organising a

spoiler carnpaign against t avalas, which they accused of all
imaginable evils. These opposition grouplets had the
support of the US Republicans, and some Democratic Party
figures. The intense boycott campaign did not, of course,
prevent those opposition figures who were elected to take
up their seats.

Finally, the second round of voting on 17 September
confirmed the dominant position of Lavalas, which took
three quarters of seats in the chamber of deputies, and
almost all of those senate seats which were up for reelection
this year.

Lavalas candidates organised real campaigns in many
districts, concenhathg on the abolition of the army and a

refusal of the privatisation programme. Many
representatives talked of the danger privatisation represents
for national sovereignty. But overall, this was sadly not the
case. The Lavalas coalition is exhemely unevery and lacks a

real programme. Many of the candidates on the Lavalas list
are not members of any party. And the new batch of
Lavalas deputies and senators include a good number of
local big-wigs, and simple arrivistes, iust waiting to be
corrupted.

Having said this, there is one difference between the old
legislature and this one. A significant number of the new
deputies and senators see themselves as spokespersons for
popular interests. They will not easily bow down before one
or other of the Foreign Embassies, an emissary from the
Presidenhal Palace, or a lackey of the business oLigarchy.
And that is a big ttdng for Haiti!

*
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Tlu fourth World Conlermce on Wonen, ir Beijing ftom Septembu 4-15 adopted a " satisfactory" action yogramnt. lt does not
rmerse past gains, as it seaned for t while,It consolid.ates the results of preoious United Nations cort'ercttus. But tfu holy allianu ol
fundamatalists ol all faiths is still with us...
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THE UN's BlccEsr
conference ever confirmed
the Vienna (1993) declaration
that "tlle rights of women and
girls are an inalienable,
integral and inseparable part
of the universal rights of each

human being". [t also re-
confirmed the advances made
concerning reproductive
dghts at the Cairo (1994)
conference on population:
"these rights are based on the
recognition of the
fundamental dght of all
couples and individuals to
decide fteely. . . the number of
children and the space
between their birth, and to
dispose of the necessary
information to exercise this
right, as well as the right to
the best state of health in
matters of sexuality and
reproduction... without
becoming victims of discrimination,
coercion or violence..."

As we would have expected, the most
difficult sections of the declaration to
negotiate were those concerning
reproductive righs, human rights and the
rights of girls.

The struggle around women's free
choice in matters of procreation, the most
sensitive point, centtd on paragraph 97 of
tle section on health.

The Vatican was faced by a number of
state delegations which were determined
not to rcvise adyances in women's rights
made in previous conference declarations-
Mgr Peter Elliot tried to present the
Catholic church's position as equidistant
between the Islamic delegations of kan
and Sudan, and the European Union. "We
don't suggest going back on the previous
texts of the United Nations, nor on the

commitments made in Cairo. But we don't
want to go any further either."

The final version of paragraph 97
affirms "the human rights of women
include their right ro control und decide. in
freedom und respon:ibitiq. in lhe domain
of their sexuality, including sexual and
reprcductive health, free of all coercion,
discrimination and violence".

Women'. righl\ in naner\ of se\ualit)
beyond procreation itself are recognised
for the first time. However. the Imnian
delegate who affumed that this paragraph
be understood as applicable only wirhin
legal marriage, and for questions of
sexuality linked to health, was supported
by Japan, Jordan. Sudan, Yemen,
l,ebanon, Argentina and ttre Vatjc;ur.

Once paragraph 97 was approved,
opponents tded to minimise ils importance
by adding references to the sovercignty of

each state, and respect for
"religious beliefs, moral
values and traditions" to
paragraph 9, in the first
part of the tex! which deals
with the general question
of equality between men
and women.

While the final
wording recognises state
sovereignty in the
interpretation of the
declaration, it states
nevertheless that policies,
even in the name of
religion, should not be in
contradiction with
universal human rights, as

defined by the Universal
Declaration of Human
Righrs of 1945 and the UN
Conference on Human
Rights in Vienna in 1993.

Paragraph 107 (k)
advises counries to revise

penalties for women who have i11egal
abortion, while stressing that "abortion
should in no case be propagated as a
method of family planning."

Opposition to these two paragraphs
did not just come from countdes with
religious regime.. Rights over seruality
ale at the heart of the debate on women's
emancipation. They are questions of state

conkol, and male conaol, over women's
bodies. Both the paragraphs in question
also condemn forced sterilisation and
controls on maximum family size, as
practised in China irself.

W[ar Nf,aDE THESE ADvANcEs possrBl,E?

NGO pressure on their respectiye
govemments before this conference had
been generally ignored. But Beijing
revealed the existence of a structured
r\omen's movement. This morement is
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not quite the same as 10
or 20 years ago. And
many governments
cannot afford to ignore it.
The NGO forum at
Huairu, near Beijing, had

25,000 participants, from all over the
world, despite all the police and political
pressure women's organisations face
round the world.

Il Naircbi, women came to denounce
the World Conference. The watchwords
of the Beijing NGO forum werc network,
caucus and lobby. Preoccupations which
testily to a prccess of inte$ation.

Whether we like it
or not- a number of
NGOs are powerful
enough intemationally to
be real players in
negotiations like the
Beijing conference- US-
based groups are the
strongest. but the forum
also fesfified to the
strength of very political
and highly organised
NGOs from Latin
America and South-East
Asia. The regrettable
absence of any
significant European women's movement
camot be explained by tlrc oft-mentioned
"material diffi culties".

THE NGO IoRUM wAs A succFss. There
were 3,000 workshops, and thousands of
women testifying their determination to
defend our gains, and wanting to go
further. A1l this certainly had an effect on
&e official conference.

The European Union declaration that
it is 'lhe dury of each state" to apply arld
respecl lhe "economic. social...
cultural... civic and political rights" of
men and women had a rcal intluence on
the conference. The Vatican went as far as

to accuse Cristina Alberdi Alonso.
Spanish Social Affain Minister ard head
of the EU delegation, of "preventing a
consensus" on sexuality and the family.
Alberdi argued, on the basis of a

document approved by the EU Council of
Ministers on 11 July 1995, for the
recognition by the UN of non-married
heterosexual couples and homosexuals.
She also argued, without success, for the
inclusion of the tem "sexual orientation"
in paragraphs 18 utd 226 of the Beijing
document.

SE"xuALnY wAs III LAsr DEBATe of the
conference. and the fint rime the [,N had

debated the subject at this level. "Sexual

orientation" was eventually deleted from
the document. But a.s a rcpresentative of
one Iesbian group noted, this was only a
semi-defeat. h Iqg3. onl) tuo countrie'
made public statements in favour of the
integration of "sexual orientation' into the
final text. In Beijing, there was a long
debate. And the delegations of the
European Union, United States, Canada,
Soutl Africa, New Zealand, Lirhuania,
Israel, Cuba, Norway and Jamaica all
defended the term "sexual orientation '. ln
an earlier debate, rape in wartime was
recognised as a 'trime against humanity".

The l8l states present have engaged

themselves to take the necessary measues
to implement the final Beijing Declaration,
arld to rutiry wi*rout condition a number
of existing intemational conventions,
including the 1979 Convention or the
Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW).

Of course, the non-binding character
of most international texts means that
implementation is up to the good will of
the individual states. "We will get what we
fight foi', said Norwegiar Prime Minister
Gro Harlem Brundtland. Women have
perhaps won one batde in Beijing, not dte
war itself. The real changes will be the
ones women impose tkough the struggles

to come.

*

Noie
All cilatons lrom UN conlerence documenls are our own

lanslallon lrom lhe French vercion.

hlGOs and the UN
ALr{osr 2,000 Non-Govemmental

Organisataons had accreditation to
"parlicipate" in the Beijing conference of
country delegations. NGO partjcipation is
now an integral part of the UN conference
ritual. ls this just a mechanism for increasing
the legitimacy of the conference, or
something more?

Few NGOS were presentduring the lirst
World Conference on Women in lvlexico in
'1975. They were rather more visible in
Copenhagen in 1980. They were still not
invited to observe the 'teal" debate. But

thousands of women descended on

Copenhagen University, creating a real

crunter-summit.

About '1 4,000 women from '1 50 countries
were present at the NGO clnference which
accompanied the Naimbi conference of
1985. This was a noticeably less anarchic
event than in Copenhagen. The NGO forums
are now prepared by a committee -
designated by the UN -which effectively
controls the NGO activjties organised during
the conlerences. lndividual NGOS can
suggest forum topics. but it is the New York-
based NGO organising committee which
approves or rejects. ln Beijing there was also
a Chinese organising committee, which tried
to control political activity. lt used all kinds of
pressures to prevent, for example,
commissions on the situation in Tibet.

UN General Secretary Butros Bulros-Ghali
filst recommended to govemmenls lhat they
integrate NGOS in the process of preparation
of UN world conferences back in '199'1 . As a
result, the Copenhagen, Rio de Janeiro
(environment), Vienna (human rights), and
Cairo (population) conlerences have seen
not just an NGO forum, but the participation

of NGOS in the govemmental conference. A
number of NGOS are integrated into certain
govemmental delegations. Bul it is
impossible to say how far their voice has a
weighl in fie negotiations. Some do no more
than make the occasional suggestion.

Who and what do allthese NGOS really
represent? Accreditation was delivered by an
ad hoc committee of the UN Commission on

the Status ofWomen. ln general, onlythose
NGOS which are perfectly inleg/ated into their
country's institutions received a favourable
response. Those who somehow bother the
govemmental delegations were filtered out at
this stage. The Vatican (which, for the UN,
has the slatus of a state) tried, in vain, to
prevent the accreditation of allthose Catholic
organisations (like Catholics for A Free
Choice, wlrich has groups in many Latin

American countries) which do not share its
point of view. China itself refused to accept
the Dresence of Tibetan and Taiwanese
*omen *

dlr elrl3t
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proclamations, there were thrce important
debates in dre NGO forum: the choice of
China, the relative importance of
economic and 'exual 

rightr lor uomen in

the third world, and the point of
participation in such events at all. None of
these debates opposed women from the
south and the north. The divi"ion in
opinion ran down fie middle of a number
of delegations.

The first argument opposed "China-

bashers" with those who were desperate to
whirewa.h China s "achievement." in
women's emancipation. I

The second was the argument
between those who rLrgued that "the real
issue" for third world women is the impact
of the structural adju.tment policter
dictated by dle Bretton Woods institutions.
uhile serual rights affect only uomen in
the hnt world.2

Consider, for example, this statement

by Vimla Farooqui, a leader of the
Communist Party of India (CPI) and its
women's wing, the NFIW: "We will
support the sfuggles of fte wonen of the

first world for justice and equality, and

even the issue of the right to abotion of
every woman, for which they are
struggling, although this is not an issue of
any importance for our women."3

Many feminists in India rejected the
possibilily of any seriou. intervention in
Berjing.d tn contrast. a number o[ hdian
left-wing women's organisations - not all
of whom are feminists produced a
deqlaration indicating a high degree of
anticipation about what the UN might
achieve, if not in the here ard now, tien in

the futurc.5 "The UN should constitute a

monitoring body with judicial powen to
check the activities of multi-national
corporalions in relation to the erploitation
of labour and the environment. The
prcsent subvenion of t}re llN mandate by
the dominant powers... has to be
reversed".6

by Soma Malilg
CaL'lttl, Odobet I995
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Making such calls signifies a good
deal of faith in what the UN. or the G77.
are capable of achieving. It also leads
those with such expectalions to take the
Beijinp conlerence verl scriuu.ly. For
erample. Member o[ Parlirmcnt Mllini
Bhattacharyya of the Communist Party of
India Marist (CPI(M)) has argued that
"the pledge in Nairobi was for the
complete eradicaLion ofporertl. not a lew
drops of aid in the ocean of deprivation.
The snuggle at Beiiing was to withstand
attempts to water down the Nairobi
commitment."T

None of these are unimportant
debares. Conceming China- the que'tion is

not whether Hillary Clinton has a moral
righr Io talk about inju:tice to uomen in
China, given the intensifying bipanisan
attacks on afirmative action, the right to
abortion, ard so on, in the USA. The real

issue is whether consistent socialists and

consistent feminists have any business
trying to choose a lesser veil between the
capitalist patriarchal system in the West
and the bureaucratic-patriarchal, would-
be-capitalist system in China. The
brutaliry wiLh which the Cfunese regime is
pursuing ir\ own child family policy is

well-known. l-ess well-known, but highly
significant, is the fact that, in those areas

of China where market forces are most
developed, women workers now have
insecure jobs, low pay, and a working day
approaching l2 hours. Chine,re uuthoritie.
have taken a leaf out of the Singapore or
Taiwan book. and made sure that urions
cannot make trouble in these mea$.

The presentation of cooked-up data by
the Soviet Union has been thoroughly
exposed. There is absolutely no reason to
treat "official" China any differently. A
socialist feminist has to criticise China for
its extreme forms of anti-women.
patriarchal popu lation policl. its
insensitivity to women's conditions in the
transitior to the market. and so on. Of
course, US and European govemmental
criticism of China is hollow. For are they
not preaching tie same population policy
(in Cairo), and tle same economic policy?

This leads us to the second question.
Aren't shuctural adjustment programmes
(SAPs) a bigger problem for third world
women than opprcssion of tlrcir sexuality?
The debate is a real one. But it must be
said, the performance of third world
representatives at the NGO confercnce (let

i
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alone the governmental
conference) was hardly
impressive. 8

According to Dr.
Samita Sen. one of the
few feminists from India

to participate in the NGO forum, "when
the women's delegation from Bangladesh
demonstrated against'Norplant', no
Indian or Pakistani women werc to be
seen supporting them. Simil;[ly, when a
few Indian women tried to attract
attention to the new economic policies,
hardly any women from Bangladesh or
Pakistan were enthusiastic about it."e
Hardly a picture of solid South-South
collaboration. Small wonder that Amnesry
Intemational expressed "unhappiness"
with the lack ofreal progress.lo

Not all women in the developed
countries are unaware of the activities of
the IMF. World Bank. and the lrnperialisr
pouers. And even though many are. it
makes little effort to assume from the
outset tlat tlrcy are all colluding with the
enemy. Devaki Jain was right a few years

ago, when she said that feminists ir the
north were not interested in nor
sympathetic to the G77, but that
experience was leading them to modify
their stance and even to accept the
leadership of Southern women.l So it
makes less and less sense to treat women
flom the North as enemies to be fought, or
al best people who ask lor solidaritl in
their struggles, but ofTer no solidadty
themselve'. CPI leader Vimla l-arooqui
claims that 'the struggles of the women
of the first world... [are] not an issue of
any importance for our women." Is she
really unawale of the fcct rhrt abonion is
banned or rcstdcted in many countries?
And that not all these countries are in tie
firsl world. The slighring tone in
Farooqui's article is uncalled for. It
betrays a callous indifference to the plight
of hundreds of thousands of women every
year. It certainly matches any frrst wodd
indifference to Structural Adjustment
hogrammes.

Why counterpoise sexual rights and
Shuctural Adjustment Programmes? [s a
woman who looses her job as a rcsult of a
SAP therefore indifferent to being raped?

The right of women "to colltlol all
aspects of their health including sexual
and reproductive health"t3 was included
in the official document after human
rights and health movement activists
argued that, in the era of AIDS, women
need to have the right to rcfuse unwanted
sexual relations. This is a damaging way
of getting the text adopted, and is of little
value. It reduced sexual freedom to a
question of health.

Sexual freedom is impo ant. So are
economic rights. Both are important in the
South. Both are importanr in the Nofth.
The false opposition ue wirnes.ed in
Beijing represents tlrc collective failure of
the movement Norti and South.

There is a limit to what we can expect
from a LIN organised confercnce. But the
UN has not just been hijacked by the
USA, as some of those whose God
collapsed in l99l seem to believe. The
UN was set up in the aftermath of the
Second World War, in strict compliance
with the relationship of forces at the time.
And, at its best, the llN is a sum of the
rcgimes that socialists and feminists are
fighting against. The idea of appealing to
the LIN, of calling on it to set up a body
with judicial powers to oversee the
aclivilies oI lhe multinationals i. a big
joke. And a sign of utter disorientation.

In the past, women activists managed
to do rather better. Based in the struggles
in the different countries. and linked
togetlEr intemationally, they were able to
project an alternative to the mealy-
mouthed palliatives promised by various
governments. The importance of the
Nairobi conference was not in the billions
of dollars pledged by the USA, but in the
fact that women activists came together
and prcjected a clear altemative. lt is by
such principled battles. often as a by-
product, of them, that serious reforms ale
wrested. Battles over panagraphs, unless
they are backed by the muscle of a living
movement, cannot gain more than a few
dubious promissory notes, which cannot
be cashed in unless the political equation
chtnges.

This is not meant to support a simple
boycott. But we must recognise reality.
The NGO forum was powerful in the past
because it was dominated by independent
activist groups, or at least contained a

substantial minority presence of such
groups. This time round, the UN hijacked
the forum with little difficulty. Why?
Because so many of the NGOs were
manipulated by thet donor agencies. And
because the general weakness of the
movement, particularly its radical wing,
tumed the preparations for this conference
into something quite different from what
happened a decade ago.

Feminiss and socialists should see tlLis

sort oI conference in the way Lenin
analysed the Duma (parliament) of pre-
revolutionary Russia. He acknowledged
that the Duma was a "pseudo-parliamenf',
without real legislative power. But he
recognised that $e relationship of forces
did not allow anlthing better. And so he
argued that Bolshevik should enter even
this 'big-sty".

The United Nations can do nothing
that the US and the other major powers
wjll not allow. These imperialists have no
wish to retum the loot extracted in the
recent intensification of their exploitation.
But even so, with more global co-
ordination, socialist-feminists, integrating
the experiences of North and South, of
various countries and issues, could have
used the NGO forum to project a
comprehensive altemative.

To do any more than this, we would
need a stronger movement behind us.
Networking at UN conferences may be
useful.la but it cannot substitute lor
socialist intemationalism, and organising
which is based on that principle. Useful
participation in imperialist-dominated
intemational bodies demands of socialists
and socialist feminists that we co-ordinate
intemationally.

*
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1 The Communi$ Parry of lndia's Bengal daiy Karaniai
and lhe Communist Parly of lndia (lvlafiist)'s Bengalipaper
Garasrrkl, both ran several anices on lhe prooress of
women's emancipaton n China. The Maoisl iniellectual Dr.
Amit Bhatlacharyya argued, ln a "Women n History"
seminar al Jadaypur l.lnivelsily, thal paldarchy was related
lo feudalism, and had b€€n abolished as a consequenco ol
lhe 1949 revolulion.
2. See, ,or exarnple, Bazia lsmail, "Empowemenl - or
power?', lrainstrerm, New Delhl, vol. XXXlll, no. 40, pp.
21,2s_

3. ilrainst eam, vol. XXXlll, no.40, p.31.
4 See, ior example, lhe adicle €pinled fom Carri6ys du
fdninisne in lntenatfuBl Vieryoir , September 19S5.

5. Nalional Convention ol Women on lhe B€ijing
Conlerence, February 1995.

6, Deciaralion of lhe Nationa Conveniion. /lra,irsfreal,,
vol. XXXlll, n0.40, p.33.
7- fhe Tebgreph, Calcuta, 29 Seplember 1995.
8. Many o, the lndian pardcipanls in lh6 NGO lorum put
lhemselves loM€rd as lhe voice oi the poor woman, Like
many NGOS do in daily practice, lhey were in facl lrying to
use poor women as a power base.
9. Joseph Gathia, "Beiiing Ag€nda: A N6w Commitrnent',
MamsLearr, vol. y,Xxlll, no. 45, 30 Sepl. 1995, p- 26.
1A- The Statesman, Calculta, 8 Seplember 1995.
11. D. Jain, lra,hslrerm, vol. XXXlll, no.40 pp. 16-17.
12. rle li,hdu (Weekly Editon), 24 September 1395.
13, The eflecl of he massive rnflux ol mon€y is clear, botr
in lhe translomaton ol the NGOS' work, and in lhe very
I lesv e ol (mainly) metropolitan NGO aclivisls.
14. As odvocaled by Devak Jain, op. cil., pp. 16, 19. For a
more cntrcal look al how "neirvo*inq' is manipulated, see
Hazla lsmail, op. cil.
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oriented" approach to gender is prcscribed,
a monetary value is attached to gender
equality: women's programmes are to be
framed in relation to the "oppo unity
cost" and "efficiency" of women rights.
While recognising the possibility of
"market failure" (a[d consequently the
need for State interyention), the WB
contelds that "free markets" broadly
support the "empowerment of women"
and the achievement of gender equality:
"It is critical that govemments take the
lead where markets fail to capture the irll
benefits lo sociery of investmenl in
women... lnvestments in women are yital
in achieving economic efficiency and
gowth."

The WB acts as a custodian. it
delermines the concepts, methodological
categories and data base used to amlyse
gender issues. The "donor community"
contlols the institutional framework (at the
country Ieyel) including the Women's
Bureau and the Ministry of Wonien's
Affairs. Because the WB constitutes the
rtain sourc€ of fulding, national women's
organisations associated with the seat of
political power, will often endorse the
World Banl gender perspecrive. The main

{ *
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objective of the latter is to demobilise the
women's movement while narowly
supporting the interests of intemational
creditors.

Under the trusteeship of the
international financial institutions. the
"empowerment of women" is to be
achieved through the usual macro-
economic recipes: devaluation, budget
austerity. the application of u,.er lees in
health and educatioq the phasing out of
state supported credit, trade liberalisation,
the deregulation of graill markets, the
elimination of minimum wage legislation,
and so on. ln other words, donor support
to women's programmes (via WID funded
projects) is conditional upon the pdor
derogation of women's rights through
"satisfactory compliance" with IMF-WB
conditionalities. For instance. the
implementation of token crcdit schemes
earmarked for rural uomen under the
World Bank's micro-level credit
progmmmes invariably requires the prior
deregulation of financial institutions,
dramatic hikes in interest rates and the
phasing out the rural credit cooperatiyes.
The same applies to the "anti-poverty
prcgraInmes". The latter are conditional
upon the prior adoption of macro-

economic measures which
generate mass poverty. The "anti-
poYerty programmes"
implemented under the "social
safety net" are geared towards so-
called "vulnerable groups":
"disadvantaged women!
indigenous women, female heads
of households, refugees and
mignnt women and women with
disabilities". The structural causes

of poverty and the role of macro-
economic reform are denied.

Another area of WB
intervention has been the

implementation of scholarships and/or
subsidies to girls ("kfting Girls kam") to
finance the costs of primary and secondary
school tuition including books nnd school
materials. WB support in this area
however is conditional upon the prior
layng off of teachers, a major curtailment
of the educational budget and the adoption
of double-shift and multi-gade teaching.
The WB Education Sector loan
agreements specifically require the
Minisry of Education to lay off teachen
and increase tlrc studenateacher mtio. The
implementation of "book rental fees" and
tuition fees also under WB guidance has
been conducive to a dramatic decline in
both female and male school enrollment.
The World Bant focus is to implement
cost effecrire "targeted prograrnmes for
girls while at the same time prercribing the
withdmwal of the State fiom the financing
of primary education.

Cost recovery and the application of
user fees in health (also under WB
supervision) also derogate women's rights
to Reproductive Health. The structual
adjustment programmes have been
conducive to the phasing out of matemal-
child health programmes (MCH). The
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THE WoRLD BA\x HAs Btrcol,m A
defender of women's rights -urging national governments to
"invest more in women in order to
rcduce gender inequality and boost
economic developmenf'.I *[T]he

Biuk is to Fomote gender equality
as a matter of social justice and
enhance women's participation irl
economic development."2

Through its Women In
Development Programme (WID)
adopted throughout the developing
World, fte WB dictates the ground
rules on gender policy. A "market
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infant mortality recorded by govemments
and intemational oryanisations.

The United Nations' system tacitly
upholds the IMF-World Bank agenda
including its perspective on gender. No
overall critique of the neo liberal policy
fiamework wa-s put fonh in Beijing in the
Platform for Action (PA). The latter is
largely concerned with a statemeflt of
broad principles. As in Copenhagen at the

1995 Social Summit, many of the
bmcketed items in the official document
(which addressed some of the more critical
is:uesJ hare been climinated. As in
previous conferences, the IJN organisen
maintained a structure of "physical
apartheid" between the "official"
Conference and the NGO Forum. The
organisations of civil society, namely
women's organisations from around the
world were held at alms length liom the

official prcress.

The World Bank perspective on
gender is contained in various sections of
the Platform for Action. The latter
proposed the creation of "an enabling
environment that allows women to build
and maintain sustainable livelihoods"
calling for the review of "the impact of
structural adjustment programmes on

legitimacy to the WB agenda, dre overall
validity of the structural adjustment
programme is not questioned.

Moreover. the Platform for Action
views "violence against women" and "the
exclusion of women from institutions of
pouer and tovernance a. the main
causes of gender inequality requiring "a
radical Lransformation of the relarion!hip
between men and women" (para. 19). The
focus of social conllict is distorted: under
the WB gender framework, the social
status of women largely hinges upon the
relationship of men and women (as

individuals) within the household.

The WB framework pornays a "ftee"
market society composed of individuals of
both sexes. In this context, women are

identilied .r"s betonging to a sepante social

category distinct from men (as if merr and

women belonged to different social
classes). In other words, the conftontation
between men and women (ie. as

individuals) is viewed as tlrc main source

of social conflict. The concentration of
power and corporate wealth has no
bearing on the analysis of gender.
Modernity and "the empowerment of
women" through the market process arc

the means to achieving gender equality.
The system ol global nade and finance is

never in doubt, the role of global
institutions (including the World Trade
Organization and the Bretton Woods
institutions) is not a matter for se ous

debate. Yet this global economic system
(based on "cheap labour" and the pdvate

accBmulation of wealth) ultimately
constitutes one of the main barriels to the

achievement of gender equaliry. In tum,
the neoliberal gender perspective (under

tle husteeship of the "donors") is Iargely
inlenl upon crealing divisions within
national societies and demobilising the
struggle of women and men against the
macro-economic model.
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evidence confirms a resurgence of
maternal and infant mortality. In Sub-

Saharan Africa, the tendency is bwards
the "de-professionalisation" of health
sewices, ultimately leading to the collapse

of primary health care. The Village Health

Volunteers (Vfry) ard traditional healers

have replaced the Community Health
Nurses. The savings to the Treasury arc

applied to senicing the country's extemal
debt. According to the World Bank,
"informal health care" is not only "cost

v.
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effective"- it is more "democratic"
because it "empowers" local communities

in the running of village-based health
centres. Ironically, the de-
professionalisation of primary health care

has also led to the concunent breakdown
of data collection on mortality and
morbidity. In many countries, illiterate
Village Health Volunteers are now
responsible for the collection of health
data with the consequent gffect (and
convenience) of lowering the rates of

social development by means of gender-

sensitive social impact assessments and

other relevant methods, in order to develop
policies to reduce their negative effects
and improve their positive impact,
ensuring that women do not bear a

dispropo ionate burden of transitiontosts;
complement adjustment lending with
enhanced, targeted social development
Iending." (para. 6l). The foregoing in fact

describes the practice of WB lending
actiYity. The PA tacitly provides
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Notes

I,,llchel Chossudovslq can be contacled at Depadment oi
Fronomcs. Jr've s,f ol OITawa. O[a(a (,\ 6\5. lar:
+l-613'7892051 e-mailr chosso@travel-nel.com

1 . Two World Bank repoirs were presenled at the LIn ted

Nalions Foudh Conterence on Women in Beiling: ToMrd
Gendet Equality: The Bole ol Public Policy antl
Advanced cender Equality: Fton concept to Acfon.
2. The Gendet Issue as Key to Developnent, Watld
Bank, Wash ngion, HCO, 1gAY01, p. l.
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THE ORGAMSER of the Nadi meeting,
Susanna Ounei-Small. Assistant Director
for Decolonisation at fte Fiji-based Pacific
Concems Resource Cente (Secretariat of
the Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific
movement), found that her original terms
of reference for the meeting to bring
together women from the'non-self-
governing territories' as defined by the
PCRC were too restrictive. They did not
reflect the reality of the Pacific, so she
sought to broaden these to include
indigenous women from Aotearoa (New
Zealand), Australia, Guam and Hawai'i.

It was hoped to have hvo women from
each colony represented in Nadi, but
personal circumstances and financial
conshaints meant that this wa! not always
possible. Women came from East Timor,
West Papua (ldan Jaya), Tahiti, Kanaky
(New Caledonia) as well as an Aboriginal
representative ftom Australiir and a Maori
woman fiom Aotearoa (New Zealand).

The December meeting was the
preliminary meeting in a three-stage
project to ensure that fie special needs of
colonised women are heard both within
dre Pacific region and in the intemational
arena. Tl \ as al5o the lirst occasion in
which women reprcsentatives of all the
participating peoples had been able to
share their stories and to co-ordina(e their
activities. All felt that the meeting was
long overdue.

Previously, most of the intemational
networking from the countries involved
had been done by men, Ieaving women
u iti veq lirde accss to rhe inlormation or
the international contacts. The Nadi
meeting was a valuable vehicle for the
women to be thoroughly briefed about the
Beijing Conference. This included
Eesentations about the world conferences
on women, including the personal
experiences of two delegates, from East

Notes

1. Paciic Women's DocumenlaUon

Prqecl Workshop and Plotect Sietus
Bepo4 october 1994

The goals of Omomo Melen Pacilic

a) lo enable women lrcnr non'sell-
goveming tefiitoies and colonies n
the Paclfic to corne togelher and

idenlify common concemsi

b) to represenl lhese concems

ihrough tulland actrve paticipalion ai
the Fourlh World Confercnce on

Women and NGo forumi

c)to eslablish an ongo ng network

and strenglhen solidaity among

women ol the colonies $lro share a

similarperspeciive and €xperiences;

d)to raise awareness oi peoples ol
Pacilic colonies and lheir slruqqles -

the need for de-colonisalion and lhe
right lo sell-deleminaton for Kanalry,

East Timor, West Papua,

Bougainville,Tahili, olher Pacilic

colonies and lhe indigenous peoples

oi Aoleaoa, Auslraiia and lhe Torres

Straii lslands.

Tho network takes ils name fom lhe
Jaa language ol Ouva aloll in Kanaky

(New Caledonia).

over the couBe ol lhe Nad meeiing,

intewiews were conducted wilh all

delegates, The conlents ot these
inlerviews, togeiher wih olher
reso!rce maleial on lh6 struglles ol
women iom non-sell{ovemin!
leflilodes and colonles in lhe Pe.ifi.
Iorm the basis ol Or,on o r/bb,
Pacilrc, a 42 page publicalion

available irom PO Box , OtaLlahi
(Christchurch), Aolearca (New

Zealand). Ploase include a
reasonable donalion lo cover prinling

The Nadi meeling was also atlended

by observers lrom women's groups

and media lrom Tonga, Flji, AIDAB
(Australian lntemauonal

Dev€iopment Assislance Bueau),
PCRC, and resourc€ people lom
Corso in Aoleama/New Zealand, and
IWDA and CAA (Community Aid

Abroad), bolh Australian agencies.
Funding for he meeling came iom
Colso, IWDA, CUSO (Canadian

ljnive6ib/ S€ruices Overseas), CAA,

and The Auslalian NationalCouncll

ofChurches.
*
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Erom Decunber 73 - 76 7994 at NadL Eiji, a meetirg of womm lrom tfu Non-Self-GotemingTeritoties and Colonies of the Pacilic
took place,lts purpose was to establish a grassroots nehuork of Pacific wonm with the inititl aim of participating in the Fourth
llnitedNations World Confemrce onWomm and NGO Foruubeingheld itBeijing in Septcmber 1W5.

Timor and Kanaky, who pafiicipated in
the Nairobi Conference in 1985. As
Elizabeth Cox of IWDA (lnternational
Women s Derelopment Agency, r.t rites;

"Men and government officials
dominated Pacific participation in the
Third World Conference on Women, in
Nairobi in 1985. There was little or no
feedbaL k or lollow up ir Pacific countries.

A handful of Pacific NGO grassroots
development worke$ did participate in fte
NGO Forum in Nairobi, but they went at
the last moment, uninformed and
unprepared for such a huge event. The
experience was overwhelming and not
easily related to home country situations
and experiences.

In a few cases the participation by
workers from Pacific NGOs in the NGO
Forum at Nairobi inspired small one-off
evenls al home. but rarell did it sustain
grai\rools awareneqs raising and action
over the decade between Nairobi and
Beijing".r

A foJlow-up meeting to assess the
benefits of the Beijing forum, and to
evaluate how the network will best
function to suppon individual members in
their work, is scheduled to take place
around December 1995.

Susanna Oune i-Small says: "The
meeting was part of our preparations for
the United Nations Fourth World
Conference on Women, but fte work will
go well beyond the Beijing meeting to
support the efforts of Pacific women
struggling for independence. Despite
having diflerent colonial masters and
being at different stages of stuggle, the
simiiarities of our experiences and needs
are overwhelming, so we need a network
tro suppofl each otier wherever possible".
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France

fuElatua Litgenfat

TI s Go\ERNMENI HAS MANAGED TO UNITE THE SEVEN TRADE

unions which represent civil servants. They started by
announcing a public sector pay freeze {or 1996, and topped it
off with hasty and ill-considered public statements.

And yet, this new unity of protest did not seem to worrlr the
govemment. They increased their attack and insults as the
date set for the strike, October 10th, approached. Partly they
underestimated the effect of a public sector strike. And
partly, since they could not prevent the strike, they decided
to make a big show of their firmness and determination in
the face of social conflict.

The French govemment wants to reduce public spending for
two reasons: to please the financial speculators, and to fuJfil
the Maastricht ffiteria for European monetary union. Doing
so obliges them to contradict the promises made by Jacques
Chirac in order to win the presidential election earlier this
year. It also obhges them to con{ront the social movements,
notably organised labour. The result so far has been an
unprecedented decline in popularity for both the president
and the govemment.

In the runent context of corruption scandles and dumsinest
the main effect of the govemment's tough-guy statements
has been to boost public s;nnpathy for the unions. According
to one survey, 57"k of the population "support" or
"sl.rnpathise with the strike by those public sector workers
who are protesting agairst the 1996 freeze in their salaries".
Only 26% dedared themselves "hostile" or "opposed" to the
action.l And the unemployed seem to be slightly more
sympathetic than the general population.z

In other words, the much discussed divergence between
public sector workers and the public, between the unionised
and the unemployed, has not emerged. Partly becau,se the
st kers put employment at the cenhe of their concems. And
the slogans and banners on the big day dealt with the
degradation of labour conditions in the public service, the
generalisation of part-time, fixed-term, "re-insertion",
"replacement" and other precarious contracts.

Other concems raised by the shikers included salaries, of
course, and privatisation. This is an imminent threat at
France Tdldcom, where 70% of workers participated in the
shike.3

More than two million people stopped
work on October 10th. PubLic transport
in the major towns of France was
paralysed. Hundreds of thousands
demonshated.

There was a real desire to build not just a
bond between public sector workers, but
also between providers and users of
public services. The schools are not
responsible for youth unemployment.
The unions are not responsible for the
degradation of pubJic hansport and the
increase ir fares.

The four "reformist" union organisations
receive a mhority of votes h workplace
elections, but have a maiority of seats in
the various tripartite and consultative
structure5, largely than-ks to the previous
govemment of Edouard Balladur.

The [Commurristdominated] CGT and the FSU (the largest
education union, non-affiliated) proposed that the
demonstoation in Paris be composed of unitary contingenls,
marching by sector of employment. This was rejected,
lear.ing each federation to march separately. Only one in five
marchers joined the contingents of the four reformist unions,
which are now clearly waiting for the govemment to make a
new oIfer. Public Sector Minister ]ean Puech has proposed
meeting for negotiatiors "in the second quarter of 1996". In
contrast, the CGT and FSU had impressive followings, as did
the "Group of Ten" non-affiliated unions. These are all
planning further action on jobs, salary, and security. They
still demand lhe non-implementation of the 19a6 pay-freeze.
and call lor immediate nbgotiations. Watch this spice. *
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)nt. ni[lion bfarkmen marcfitl in Wafiington DC on )ctober 16tfi. Don fujas, Minister of
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dr-ade to paficryate /
I thought it was important for progressives and people on
the left generally and certainly pmple of color on the left to
participate in this march from the position of critical
support.

I thought it was important for the left not to be left out not
to be marginalized by what clearly was going to be a huge
mobilization of African Americars * most perhaps from
the ranks of the working class, and a lot of them young. So

in spite of the serious problems that I had with the lack of
political directiory and with the overall orientation of the
march - the emphasis on atonement and reconciliation -I became convinced at least a week before that large
numbers of men would be showing up for a number of
reasons, not necessarily in sync with the call by Farrakhan
and Chavis.

I also had a lot of problems with the exclusion of women
from the march. I thought that was just another
manifestation of the Nation of Islam's backward
patriarchy. They have not really advanced very much on
the women question and on the whole range of other
questions that are critical to those of us on the left.

But as I argued on the day of the march, "I intend to march
in Washington to make one simple statement to the world

- the cancer of racism is eating away at the heart and soul
of America, thus depriving all its people, of all colors, the
fullest realization of thet humanity.

I will not be marching to the drumbeat of Louis Farakhan
or Benjamin Chavis or any of the other leaders and
organizers of this march but rather to the clarion call of my
conscience and to the imperatives of our time. They have
their agenda and I have mine. Some aspects of both
overlap but they are by no mears identical.

Many friends and colleagues will also be marchin& not to
atone for our sirs before the world, as Farralhan wanb us
to do, but to call attention to Amedca's greatest sin -racism. We will be marching to protest the hemorhaging

Dot q'ljN k falnn flinirr$ of infomatia h X{artue Bkfiop\ gutemnat it
Qnwla fonw {nutot of unruniutiots fo tfulr{L4.{P anl a lornu elitor of
tfu l{tw foLAwtcrlan^kus. tfis booNn tfri. crit ol tstwNteo{oship will 6e

ythti.sfitl w41 gear 6y Tuw 600fu. 1'b u)o.t i*efli2@el Iot Inltpedft eotiti$
ad lnumatiaol'\/uapoint on octolet 25, 1 t,6yst.wgban-

of Black America not only by its own hands but more
severely by those with their hands on the levers of real
political and economic power in this counhy. We will be
marching to demand - yes demand, not beg - jobs with
decent pay for all Black Americans, male and female. We
make this paramount because without honest work a man
has little or no digrity and self-respect. Jobs are among the
most important debts America owes to the sons and
daughters of its former slaves.

Yet the march has been so depoliticized by Farrakhan's
emphasis on atonement that it is being perceived by the
power brokers as posing little or no threat to America's
status quo. Major establishment figures from President
Clinton to Colin Powell, to the leadership of the Republican
Party have embraced the "objectives" of the march, i{ not its
caller.

O Some womeru lil atten[. rytnat uas tfie
resPoflse?

There was no hostility that I observed toward the sprinkling
of women who participated. I also saw a handful of whites in
the audience and here too there was no hostiLity.

As I said on the day of the march, "no one who shares these
concems should be excluded or should exclude themselves
from this march. Indeed, Bla& men should encourage their
wives, mothers, daughteB and sisters to absent themselves
from their jobs, schools, arrd shopping malls and present
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themselves in Washington to stand with their men in a

forcefirl demonstration of Black tmity and solidarity in these
critical times. Now is not the time for Black women to stay
at home and pray on Farrakhan's anointe d'Holy Day."'

O %frnt atin{e dilE[acLwonen aciuists tafu?

They were pretty much split down the middle on the
question of whether or not they should support the march.
Angela Davis, the most prominent opponent of the march
among Black lemale activists, came out at a press
conference in New York and very strongly denounced it.
But there were other prominent ald not m prominent Black

women, who did express critical
support for the march. Some of them
actively participated in organizational
work leading up to it. So there was no
consensus among Black women
activists.

O wkot uos tfu mainreason
ouro[z tuftud rut ? rylkat
'meisanu ruonatel ztitfi tfu
cftu)t?

The ideas expressed by Farrakhan
were not the main reasons that people

tumed out. They came for a range of reasons. Many came to
protest to the govemment the terrible plight of Black males.
Some did come, in fact, to seek bonding and a sense of
community and brotherhood with other African-American
men from around the counky. I could sense that, I could
hear thal I could feel that spirit of unity that serse of power
in numbers and in single-mindedness of purpose. And that
was a very powerfrrl thing.

But I also saw how the crowd (and I was in the middle of
the crowd) reacted very positively to the more political
poinS made in several of the speeches. Unfortunately, the
speeches were a mi-red bag. Some were very backward and
reactionary, some were progressive. Some were a litde of
everything.

It seemed as though there were h.1r'o realities taking place
that day. One on the stage where the speakers and the
leaders of the march were expressing themselves, and
another among the million men who were there. They came
Iooking for powerful leaders. They didn't find them on the
stage. They found them among themselves. They found
leadership in their ranks and I thinl< that's going to be a
very positive thing in the months ahead as they return
home and get involved in the civic and political life of their
communities. New grassroots Ieadership will emerge.

How progressive that Ieadership will be remains to be seen.
This is, I think, a challenge for those of us on the lefg not
only to monitor it closely but to get involved at the local
level and help to give guidance and direction to that
emerging leadership, particularly among young people.

O Mantt Efack offkiak wu{ entetainzrs enlorsel
and/or p"a*kipatii{ in tfu marcfi. lufrat is Lfu
refitiaisfiip \btueen Iarmkfian anl tfiue more
'natrutraim " efzrunts ifi tfri Efatk@flfiunitg?

Unfortunately most of them played second-fiddle to
Farrakhan on this thing. His marathon speech - two and a
half hours - was far too long. It was rambling and lacked
any sharp focus. There wasn't enough emphasis on public
poliry issues, too much mysticism and numerology. Just the

length of the speech itself was a violation of the privilege of
being the keynote speaker and did reflect, in my view, a

kind of megalomania in Farrakhan. Hopehrlly that can be
brought into check iJ structues of accountability emerge in
the months ahead that will make the NOI and Farrakhan
more accountable to Af rican-American communities
around the country.

The most powerfr:l part of his speech was where he dealt
with white supremacy, when he said that white supremacy
must die in order for humanity to live. I think that's a very
powerful point. I was hoping that he would develop it
more, but he didn't. The bourgeois media's interpretation of
this was that his old anti-white racism was expressing itself
again, which of course is nonsense. A critique of white
supremacy does not translate into anti-white racism.

Farrakhan's emphasis on self-help, self-improvement, self-
reliance, all solid values in themselves, hark ba& to the days
of Booker T. Washington's accomodationist position vis-a-
vis segregation in the South. This was vehemently opposed
by W.E.B. DuBois. Farrakhan has been called the Bmker T.
Washington of the 1D0s. In my view while these values are
good in themselves they are not necessarily an antidote to
racial and social inequality. Inequality is systematic, it is
structured into all the social, political, and economic
institutions of U.S. capitalism and I don't think that
Farralhan and his people in the NOI understand it in those
terms.

So in order to destroy the stmctures of inequality we need
more than self-help and self-improvement. We need a
broad-based mass movement that is poLitical in nature, one
that challenges the power structure.

O 'Fanakfrnn s staku fiizn aoru uo. 1& is nDa in
tfu ranl6 if major Elatfbafurs in'tfrb counntl. . .

Farrakhan is not, despite what manv think, a flaming
radicai given to anti-semitic speeches, at least he isn't any
longer. His effort to enter the mairstream has also had an
affect on him. He leamed something from the fiasco of
Khalid Muhamrnad's vile speech on a New Jersy campus.
He is trying very hard to clean up his image, and has
particularly sought the assistance of Chavis, when he was
still head of the NAACP, and Kwesie Mfume when he was
chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus.

The attempt by the mainstream media to demonize
Farrakhan is something positive in the eyes of most black
Americars. Given the hahed of the white power struchre
they will turn out in massive numbers to hear him speal as
a simple act of defiance. And despite his sexism and
homophobia he has the keen ability to capture the essence
of the Black condition. He provides a voice for the voiceless,
expressing the profound resenhnent that exists within the
community. Clearly, he isn't afraid of what white people
will think of him. That is why he has gained the ear of the
masses in a way that no other Black leader can even hope to
match at the present time. ' *
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AFTER DECADES TN WHTCH THE WORKING CLASS HAS

experienced a mounting assault on its living standards, it's
no accident that those who have suffered most have taken
the fust big step toward mounting a fightback.

Make no mistake, the American ruling class has been deeply
shaken by this massive turnout. This march was led by
people they don't understand and deeply distrust.
Furthermore, they are especially disturbed at the united front
between Black leaders, some who see themselves as
"separatsts," and others as "inteBrationists."

The mass media and the white capitalist power structue it
represents claim that their hostility to this action is based on
"Fara-khan's racist, sexist and anti-Semitic agenda." Nothhg
could be further from the truth. They oppord the event only
because it revealed the potential power of a united mass
BIack movement, independent of and in
opposition to the racist status quo.

Louis Farrakhan and his Nation of lslam
(NOI) surely have developed a political
orientation that is deeply flawed and highly
contradictory. But it's not the negative
features that the mling class opposes, it's the
positive ones. Even more important, it's the
corrections that Farakhan made of some of
hjs flawed political positions that worries
them most. Clearly, the forces that Louis
Farrakhan has helped set in motion are
having an impact on society as a whole,
including on himself and the sector of the
Black liberation movement that he leads. And
once set into motion, history has repeatedly
shown, the masses of the exploited and
oppressed maiority are hard to stoP.

Minister Farrakhan's two-and-a-half hour
speech in Washington contained a significant number of
these corrections, along with a reaftirmation of some of this
group's mistaken concepts, as well.

The mass media, howevet dwelt almost exclusively on the
shortcomings of his speech, like the NOI's version of
religious mythology and numerology. However, that
ideology is n() more bizarre than that of lhe solidly
establiilied religions and pseudo-scientific rubbish like
ashologyQfar more widely represented in the mass media.

Farrakhan's effort to reheat ftom anti-Semitism and male
chauvinism was highly significant. But these efforts,
especially his appeal for dialogue with Jewish organizations

in order to normalize relations, was
treated with contcmpt by those
organizations as well as the by the
mass media. And the presence the
fact that many respected Black
women speakers like Betty Shabazz
(Malcolm X's widow) and poet Maya
Argelou appearcd on the platlorm in
solid support of their men was
ignored and dowrplayed in signficance

It seems obvious that Black leaders like Benjamin Chavis,
who had joined with Farralhan to build the march, were
embarrassed by some of the ideological baggage that the
NOI leader carried with him into thet alliance. And it's
reasonable to believe that some of them prevailed on

of anti-Semitism was not iust to Sive cover to his allies, and
that it was a genuine step in the right direction. This came
through when he quoted from a speech made by a

slaveowner by the name of L1,nch in the year 1713. Lynch
told his fellow slavemasters how he kept resistance to a
minimum. He said, you must look for every difference
among them and ur it to divide "men from women, and
women from men" and "thcne with lighter from those with
darker skh," and so use "every other dilference you can
find." That way, Lynch said, he was able to keep his slaves
fighting each other instead of fighting him.

Farrakhan may only have had in mind this strategy's
application to African Americans. But this basic capitalist

Farakhan to retreat from these counter-
productive and indefensible positions.
But what's important is that he took
their advice!

The white ruling dast however, refused
to accept his disavowals of anti-
Semitism and sexism as good coil and
for the very worct reasons. They want
Black nationalism to be identified with
biBotry because this serves to
r.rndermine its potential for becoming a

powerful mass movement. They love it
when a scapegoated pmple blame other
scapegoats, diverting attention from the
capitalist scapegoaters, and hate it when
their victims see thet mistake.

DIVIDE-AND-RULE STRATEGY

Farrakhan actually gave some rather
convincing evidence that his disavowal
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strategy is applied by the rtrling class to divide the working
class as well. \ hatever his intentions, the lesson is far-
reaching and objectively serues to lower the barier erected
by capitalism between Black America and the workers'
movement. Thus, all those supporting the struggle for
freedom and justice have everything to gain by accepting
his self-criticism at face-value-

Onlv America's white capitalist ruling class stands to lose
from Farrakhan's self-correction. And if he sticks to his
small but significant turn away from white capitalist-
induced bigohy, and follows its logic through to the end, he

can make a giant contribution to the
struggle for emancipation.

WHY THE rtrA.ssnt TuRNour?

lhere car be Itt]e doubl that fie main
rearon is that this was the lirsl big
response to the relentless assault on
working people, especially those who
can least abide being driven deeper
below the so<alled povertv line.

Further impetus for the march came
after the prosecution's chiel wihress in
the O.J. Simpson trial, Detective Mark

together of an oppressed people for mutual comfort and
defense against a segregationist oppressor.

There is no way that the African American minodty can
reverse the relations between themselves and the white
ruling class, at this time, except by organizing themselves
into a mass Black political movement. lltimately, however,
they will need to form an alliance with others who are
exploited and oppressed by capitalism.

The lack of such an alJiance, however, is not the fault of
Blacks. Rather, it has been blocked by the bureaucratic
misleaders of the AFL-CIO (trade union federation). The
workers' movement has everything to gain and nothing to
lose by forging an iron-clad alliance with all those
oppressed by racism and sexism. But the labor bureaucracy
believes its interests Lie in an alliance with "their" bosses.

Lr the meantime, a united Black movement has corsiderable
independent force and can mobilize effective resistance to
oppression. The intelligent exercise of that power will athact
and inspire the working class as a whole to join the Black
struggle against social, economic, and political iniustice.
Besides, Blacks constitute 20% of mion members. They are
thus a potentially mighty force for change inside the unions.

Wnv supponr BracK NATIoNALIsM?

Lr the first place, the nationalism oi the American nrling
dass is totally racist and reactionary, while the rntionalism
of African Americans and other oppressed nationalities,
being a defensive reaction against white racist opprmsion, is
totally anti-racist and progressive. Throughout American
history, the fates of African Americans and the working
class as a whole have been organically linked together. But
the divisive shategy of the capitalists has succeeded to a
greater or lesser degree in deluding white workers with
racist mltls.
The biggest myth is that Black and white workers are
adversaries with opposing interests. And even worse is the
notion inculcated in many workers, Black and white, that
the privileges of whites are a deduction from the living
standard of Blacks. This false notion is deliberatelv
encowaged by the capitalist class in countless subtle ani
not so subtle wavs.

But whenever white workers have come to understand that
they are not the beneficiaries of racism; and that their class
interests are basically identical with those of their Black
brothers and sisters; and therefore reach out with solidarity
lo Black workers. the positive results for both Black ani
white workers have been earthshaking.

And even more power can be generated through an alliance
of the entire working class with the entire Black nationality!

Fuhrmary was caught redhanded on tape proudly telling
how he and the criminal "justice" system routinely frame
up innocent Blacks and cover each other's tracks.Adding
insult to injury, the media strongly impted that the "right
to a jury of one's peers" is okay for whites but not for
BlacksQand that O.J. may have been acquitted by "a
predominantly Black jury (honors!) but he n as still guilty."

And third, was the media's hysterically racist campaign to
intimidate people by tagging anyone who w,ent to the
Million Man March as "racisl sexist and ani-Semitic." This
campaign boomeranged, guaranteeing the success of the
event.The Neu York Times and other mouthpieces of the
racist capitalist establishment went so far as to feahue calls
to boycott the march by prominent Black political "leaders,"
Black and white "feminists," and such Black "militants" as
Angela Davis. It was as if to say: See, even these "feminists"
and "Black mittants" say, "Don't go!" The fact that all their
machinations didn't work testifies to the good sense of
African Americans and reveals a ri5ing nuss consciousnes5
that is an irspiring portent of bigger thhgs to come.

Is rHE NOI RAcrsr?

The main charge against the Nation of Islam is that it is an
advocate of the racial supremacy of African Americans.
This is designed to ensnare those who may rc,ect racism in
general but cannot see the difference beh.^/een the abskact
idea of racism and the concrete reality. It suck in those that
blind themselr es to the fact that onlv America's n hite
capitalists have the social economic, anh pofitical power to
enJorce racism.

But the NOI and its leaders have never advocated racism;
they advocate "Black nationalism." Their nationalism is
directly caused by their having been segregated and
violated as a people by the rulers of capitalist America, who
certainly don't deny that they are American pdtriots
(meaning, white nationalis ts).

Moreover, only fools and scoundrels deny the qualitative
diJference between segregatiorL which is imposed by the
powers that be, and the voluntarv and proud grouping
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ERNTST wAs ALwAYs COMMITTED TO THE STRUGGLE AGAINST

the Stalinist gangrene in the Communist movement. He was
repeatedly attacked in the crudest terms by the leaders of
various parties aligned to Kremlin poJlcy. The messages we
have received Irom the leaders of several "post-Stalinist"
parties testi{ies not only to their own hansformation, but to
Emest's success.

"I studied, and met with Emest Mandel... during that
decisive phase when we, the PDS/SED, successors to the
SED [East German mling pafiy], developed our critique of
that bureaucratic system which called itself socialist, but
was in contradiction with the very foundations of
socialism. The current Emest represented, along with
others, helped me define my positions. In the previous
decades, this same current personified hope and help for
many democratic socialist men and women in the
opposition within the SED in the fomrer German
Democratic Republic..."

Gregor Gysi, PDS , Cermany

g

"Emest Mandel was for many of us a revolutionary, a
friend, who, in the critical moments of the transformation
of the left, gave us the elements of analysis, and the
encouragement to continue the struggle with [refreshed]
moral, theoretical and political arguments".

Francisco Frutos, Spanish Communist Pnty (PCE)

"For many of us, Mandel represented an example of the
effort that was necessary and must still be made to make a
critical analysis of capitalism and, at the same time, do this
work in close relationship with militant practice. He was
thus a rather rare case of an intellectual and political
leader devoted to the cause of the workers' movement and
all emancipation movements. You know that for our
organisation the essential principle of functioning as a

political formation is the recognition of political and
ideological pluralism. In this framework, the contribution
of Mandel, who was also a radical critic of 'actually
existing socialism' could always be useful to us in the task
of reformulating a plan for an altemative society capable

Jan Ma[ewsfr's se[ection from tfie r[ozens of messagu of condo[ence m{ sok[arity receiae[ after

tfie dtatfi of tfie Mmut eclnlmkt Emest Maru{t[ one 0f tfie kad.ers of tfie f ourtfi Internatilnal
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regaining credibility for the anti-caPitalist and
intemationalist left."

Victor Riu, Izquierda Llnida (lJnited Lfi), Mndid

"Emest Mandel, Marxist theorist and thinker, was, in the
most noble sense of the word, an activist. In his own
counky. Within the Fourth Intemational, of which he was

a leader."

L'Humanitt, newspaper of the French Communist ParS

Mohammed Harbi, one of the Ieaders of the National
Liberation Front (FLN) during the Algerian war oI
independence, praises "Ernest's contribution to the
reformulation of socialism, and redefining the basis for
revolutionary regroupment" and his support for the
Algerian revolution.

On behalJ of Brazil's Workers Party (PT), Marco-Aurelio
Garcia writes "for more than half a century, Ernest
Mandel illurninated, with his intelligence and his culture,
the socialist movement oI the world..." In hansmitting a

greeting Irom "Lula" da Silva, Garcia writes "Mandel was
a friend of the PT. He travelled with us from the moment
of our birth".

The final word goes to Fausto Bedinotti, General Secretary
of Italy's Party of Communist Refoundation - "All Italian
communists will remember forever the person and the
work of Ernest Mandel, eminent scholar and modern

'In ona of fik 600fu, Emwtirwitelw to wor(for
'tfre rebirtfi of fiope' . tfiat 'ManLe[kt' fiope. . . k
6eing rebom, witfi our Zapatista brotfius anl
sisters. . , wfro are \eginning to organise tfiat great

foru wfrirh fiope representt way beyonf tfw

inrfigenous comnunitbs of Cfiiapas, and a6oae a[
\eyonfMe4ico's \orfurs
Rosario lbarra, lr,4ember o{ Parliament and co-ordrnato.
of the Zapatista Consultation process

interpreter of Marxist thought. He devoted his life to a
thorough, deep-going analysis of the immense
contradictions o{ the modem world, the evolution of the
capitalist system with all its rmresolved injustice, the new
transformations which have taken place in society on a
world scale.

"He was supported in this powerful work by his
confidence, his consciousness of the historical necessity and
the concrete possibility of building a new society that
would end the exploitation of the hunar race, nature and
the environment by human beings. This is why his personal
history is a splendid segments of the enormous effort which
has been made, throughout this century, by womery by
men, by dominated classes. l{trile we, sad and moved,
acknowledge his disappearance, we are helped by our
common unswer\ ing con\ iction of the need to continue
this fight. *

O Commemoration meetings worldwide
Over 1,200 militants and sympathisers otthe Fourth lntemational,

from some 30 countries. and others for whom Ernest lvlandel

svmbolised open, living Marxism. participated in the transter of his

ashes to the Pere Lachaise cemetery in Paris on 30 September
'1995. At Ernests final resting

place, nearthe Mur des
F6der6s, where the last

fighters of the Paris Commune
were shot down, Alain Krivine

spoke on behalf ofthe French

Revolutionary Communist
League (LCR) and Livio

Maitan on behalf of the Foudh
lntemational.

Ofi er French participants

included representatives of the
French Socialist Party (PS),

French Communist Party
(PCF), Workers' Struggle (LO, represented by Arlette Laguiller),

Mouvement des Citoyens, Convention for a Progressive

Altemative (CAP), Altemative libertaire, Red-Green Alternative
(ABEV) and the Communist Refondateur (Retounding) cunent.
They rubbed shoulders with Raul Roa, Cuba's ambassador in
France, Michel Pablo,Bala Tampoe (General Secretary of the
Ceylon l\4ercantile Union), Tariq Ali, Perry Anderson, and Robin

Blackbum (New Left Review) as well as many leaders and

members ofthe Fourth lntemationalwho had travelled notably
from all over Europe, Latin America and lhe USA to be present.

'f or Qa{atininn Mar4bts, Emwt Manfe[ was an

inspiration an[ a yeat tflinktt. . . Lmut was ako a

modt[ of the continuity of tfu ni[itant struf7[e.)

[upite a[[ tfie obstailu anl fai[ures on tfiN roal. ,{i"S

[ife is on e4onp[e, catf a great source of inspiration, "

Popular Front for the Liberation of Pai:}ffi 
ItJ:,tJ

That evening, several hundred people participated in a
commemoration meeting in Montreuil, near Paris. Commemoration
meetings have also been held in Brussels (29 September, over
300 people), Lisbon (27 Octobe0, London ('13 and 14 October,
350 participants), Madrid (7 October, 400 participants) New York,
San Francisco, Toronto and Sydney (20 August, called by the
Democratic Socialist Party of Australia). The Paris and London
meetings closed with a moving viewing of an interview with Emest
by Tariq Ali. Simjlar events are planned ior Barcelona (13
November). Brazil. l\ilexico. English Canada. Ouebec and a range
ol other locations. *
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tlke 
first Maraist Leninkt mi[itants in Morocco

stufwf fiis tvfayist Economist tfuory witfi passian.

In prkon, Inprecor magazine (frencfi er[itioru of
Intemationa['l/itutpoint) |rougfit us tfu [tsons of

reao[utionary struBlfu roan[ tfu wor[i"
Abraham Serfaty, imprsoned for 17 yea6 as a leader of the' 

lVarxist lra Al Amam Eolp



ook notes
MF/Wortd BanAlIfO: The Fr*Market Fia*o
llRE Notebook tor Study and Research no.24125,
1995

"FlFry yEAFs rs or ENoucH!", the lntemational i/onetary Fund's public
relations director said last year in a debate in i,,ladrid. "There is still a lot of
work to be done." A more ominous threat to the well-being, in fact
suMval, ot billions ol human beings may never have been made before.

IMF/Wodd BanAWfO: TI?€ Fre-Market Fiasco makes shorl woft of
the protestations o, innocence and good intentions made by the men who
preside over today's globalized economy. lt does more than describe the
suffering caused in Africa, Latin America, South Asia and Eastem Europe

by lMF, World Bank and World Trade Organization policies. lt explains
why the suffering results inevitably from the neo-liberalism unanimously
embraced over the last two decades by the world's ruling elites, North

and South.

Published in cooperation with the Brussels-based Committee for the
Cancellation of the Third-World Debt and introduced by Committee
leader Eric Toussaint, NSR 24l25's articles complement each other in

describing the trap in which the peoples of the South have been caught.

Jacques Boumay, Susan George and i/ichel Chossudovsky each help

explain how lMFflVorid Bank Stnrctural Adiustment Programmes torce

countries to sacrifice their inhabitants' health, education and basic
nutrition in order lo devote "everything to export" and funnel money to

Western banks. Applying this prescription to dozens of countries
simultaneously has made export prices tumble while the volume of
exports has grown, they point out, leaving export income lower than

before. Anke Hintjens completes this aspect of the piclure by analfzing
how the latest GATT accords re-aff,rm the Third World's exclusion lrom

many Westem markets, while gMng the new World Trade Organization

unprecedented powers to enforce the inequitable treaty.

The IMF and World Bank's public relations offensive has tried to hide

their responsibility for global impoverishment by talking about "social

safety nets". They have been particularly glib on such fashionable topics

as the centrality ol women to development' and 'ecologically sustainable

developmenl". The Notebook exposes this rhetoric. Christian Ferj and

Vandana Shiva show the emptiness of lMFAVodd Bank environmentalist
pretensions, for example. Feni shows how the World Bank continues to

stifle intemal critics oI its ecologically disastrous mega-projects, which

have displaced 2.5 million people. Shiva describes the etfecls on Third-

world farmers, mnsumers and ecosystems of muhinationals' increasingly

bold claims to "intelleclual property rights" to millennia-old agicuhural and

medicinal plants.

The Bretton Woods institutions' claims to have slowed or even tumed

around global impoverishmenl are wrong. Kevin Watkins describes the

IMF/VVorld Bank-created disaster area that is Africa. Chossudovsky
exposes IMF/World Bank co-responsibility for the collapse ol Somalia

and genocide in Flwanda. James Petras and Henry Vettmeyer explain

why Latin America's "lost decade'of the 1980s has not given way to
prosperity in the 1990s; Michel Husson illuminates the wellknown case

of Mexico. Aleksandr Buzgalin, Andrei Kolganov and Jean-Marie
Chauvier explain how the IMF and World Bank have managed to half-

dismantle the Russian economy.

The political implications ol the lMF, World Banks and WTO'S growing
power are no less far-reaching than the economic and social

consequences of their policies. Pierre Rousset raises some
disturbing questions about how these instifiJtions are steadily
restricting the range of democratic decision-making on a
national level, and the kinds of democratic alternatives that
could challenge this trend.

Emerging from the intemational movement that is looking lor
democratic altematives, NSR 24125 can be useful tor several
ditterent audiences. For those beginning to explore these
issues, it ofiers a wealth ol information. for those akeady active,
it provides an arsenal of arguments and advances some
important strategic discussions. For all those who question
today's neo-liberal consensus, it provides important elements
for understanding the new tasks we face.

Le discordance des remDs,' Essarb sur ,es
crbes. ,es class es, I'histoiie
by Daniel Bensai{,Editions de la passion,
P'aris, 1995, 180 FFR

This lFrench language] book by our comrade Daniel Bensard

has three main seclions, consecrated to economic rhythms and

crisis, the relationship between the class struggle and other
lorms of social conflict, and thirdly a number of essays on
historical reason (P6guy, Derrida, Benjamin, Blanqui and
Bloch). Ten of the book's 13 chapters are unpublished material.

The first section deals with the specific logic ol Maryls Capibl.
BensaiiC underlines the coherence of Max's logic, and makes a
number of reiections conceming crises, long waves, and the
relationship bet'/veen the market and modemity.

ln the second section he discusses he theory of bureaucracy,

the articulation between lhe class relationship and sexual
domination, and the place of national and ethnic questions in

this epoch of globalisation.

This work represents a complement to what promises to be
Bensaid's major work lo date, Man l'imryrt published by

Edilions Fayard in October 1995.

The tinal lines ol La discotdance des lemps resume
Bensaid's project, in his own, very literary style:

"'Marxism"'... is accused of having preached a religion of
terrestrial salvation, ol having let loose the blind forces ol
productionism, of having blessed the weapons of science and

technology, of having organised the idolatrous cult of the
proletariat, and of having brought to its full realisation lhe
totalitarian tyranny of hislorical reason. The prosecutors have

evidence texts and citations which they put forward. ln a
scholastic quarrel, the defence could produce its own,
symmetrical pieces ol evidence, which would contradict or
refute those of their opponents. But this is not some pious

attempt to go "back to [,larl'. This is a necessary 'detoui".

Reviewed by Jean-Michel Krivine
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together

changin ssc
production" unites companies, workers and consumers in the
harmonious pursuit of common interests. lnnovative ways of
organizing production and marketing, within an economic system
that is slill capitalist, are widely argued to eliminate earlier
antagonisms between capital and labour, between producers and
consumers. and between different companies.

Though progressives may be sceptical of these arguments, we can
neither deny that changes are going on nor ignore the
interpretations being put Forward. This is why the llRE asked Tony

The
Theory of Permanent Revolution. The law of combined and uneven

development appears as a specific expression of the law of
transformation ot quantity to quality, whose presence is dominant in

Trotskls writings on the theory of evolution and Darwin.

Skordoulis then discusses the crisis and subsequent collapse of the
USSB and other "post-capitalisf' societies, and tries to re-establish

the relevance of theories on the class nature of these states and

their potential evolution which are based on Trotsky's theoretical
approach.

Finally, he explains why lean production is in some ways more
etficient and dynamic than the bureaucratically-planned economies
that existed until recently in the Soviet Union and Eastem Europe.
He proposes a modelfor a socialist economy, based on grassroots
participation and democratic coordination, that could match the
dynamism of lean production while genuinely keeping its broken
promises of cooperation and harmony.

Smith's aim is not just to respond to a theoretical challenge, but
also to help people respond to the practical challenge of lean
production. He considers that the most important forums for the
critical analysis of new production techniques are the shop floors,
otfices, union halls, and political settings where workers discuss
their own experiences and plan their own actions. This work is
meant to contribute to their discussions and strategizing. *

to aaowu yaa pittatiot n tfrn fu frstitg, sa,l a sanpb apg to eBooft.retiez.os'

c/o tn*natioul'l.4zaryoint Ff,CL'Rt 8t, 7 5522 rtais cele|ll, fnau.'lo orler, try

lo1tr ?Arest pto$essi,/e bookAte, conUtt tfre prttislurs dirutb, ot 1l'ritt to : Intsrufu,

9 ruz [ztlunis, 75U1e$is, fra$t te[. (+331)43 67 63 57 fuX43 79 2961 (rngltfr,

fmclr aal Spaish spoNm)..'hhde no {ie is li en,loe sryg*t gou me[ue a donatitn

of aS$ 10 in an! cotll,Lrtibb cwetu! to toter du WW asu ol tfu ptStisfur.

Ending the Nightmare: Socialists against racism
and tascism.John Lister (Ed.), October 1995,
Russell Press, ISBN 1€72242-07-3
lncludes a number of contribtions to the Socialist Outlook 1994
Summer School on Fighting Flacism and Fascism, and an abridged
transcript of Emest Mandel's speech to a 1987 Fourth lnlemational
course in Amsterdam. t4.95, $10 (p+p 15%) from Socialist Outlook,

PO Box'1109, London N4 2UU. Make British cheques payable to
Socialist Outlook Fund. Other counlries write lor details. *

Political lslam: Fundamentalism or National
Struggle? by Adel Samara, October 1995, Al
Mashriq Centre tor Development and Cultural
Studies, Jerusalem (103 p)€{$6 *

The ldeas ol Leon TrotsW, Hillel Ticktin & Michael
Cox (eds.), November 1995, Porcupine Press

Contributors include Lynne Poole, Antonio Carlo, Stephen
Dabydeen, Michel Lowy, David Gorman, Richard Day, Alan Wald,

Susan Weissman, David Law, the two editors and Trotslry himself.

Pre-publication price 112 (until 1 Dec. 1995) lrom Porcupine
Bookcellar, 5 Caledonia Rd, London N'1 (p+p t1.75 UK, t3
elsewhere). *
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Comrade Kato Shigeru died on 23 September '1995,

at the age o, 52. He was an active member of the
National Council of lnternation alist Workers, a
Japanese organisation in solidarity with the Fourth
lnternalional.

Kato was bom in February 1943 in lvliyagi prelecture,
north-east Japan. Soon after graduating from high
school, he became a telecommunications worker.
and immediately
committed himself
to the worke rs'
movement. ln the
mid-60s he fought
against the US war
in Vietnam, and the
construction ol the
international airport
in Narita. |n 1980 he
and his colleagues
organised an
independent trade union lo delend workers arrested
after a struggle in Narita. Towards the end of the
1980s, he joined a movement to organise the new
National Organisation of Workers (Zenrokyo). ln
199'l he became the secretary general of the Miyagi
brunch ol Zenrokyo. Sendaicity, where he worked, is
known as a place where Trotskyists entered the
Socialist Party. and succeeded in wining young
workers to their movement.

Shortly before his death, Kato attended a plenary
meeting of the National Council of Internationalist
Workers, to listen to a report on the 14th World
Congress of the Fourth lntemational. He also visrted
a newly-constructed nuclear dust processing plant,
with the aim of organising a movement of resistance
against the plant. His sudden death is thought to
have been caused by his overwork for the workers'
movement.

Japanese workers will remember comrade Kato, and
how he lought as a worker militant. *

Russia: {}r*nfcre**es *ffi Yr$tsi{y
and nen'loe{atic Frocluctinlr
Scholars for Democracy and Socialism is sponsoring a
scientific conference on "Problems of Democratic
Production" which will also be held in St. Petersburg,
Friday-Monday, December 1 -3.

For rnore nlormat on, conlact Alexander Buzgal n at e{nail <dhrr@ glas.apc.org>

This event will run concuffently with the second conference
of the Committee for the Study of Leon Trotsky's Legacy.
This event will commemorate the goth anniversary ot the
Petersburg Soviet of Workers' Deputies of which Trolsky
was the guiding spirit and a key political leader.
Established on October '13, 1905 as a product of the
workers rebellions, it survived for 50 days before it was
crushed by the Tsals military forces.

Conlact Prolessor I',1.1 Voyeikov,lnsttute of Economics of lhe Russian Academy
ol Science, u ilsa Krasikova 27, 1 1 721 8 Moscow. Tel: (095) 332 4525; Fax (095)
310 7001 or l',la yn Vogt Downey, Comrniltee,o. the Sludy of Leon Trotsky's
Legacy, P.O. Box 1890, New York NY 10009;iel 718-636-5446ilax:212-807,
1832; €-mail: <mvogt@ igc.apc org>

$irlp f*r Bosnia te saiS fr*ym
Sweden t* Scotland
The cargo ship Havang will leave the port of Gothenberg
on November 10, loaded with at least 35 containers of aid
for Bosnian trade union relief poects. The next port of call
is Aberdeen, followed by Antwerp and Barcelona, with
arrival in the Croatian port of Makarska hopefully by the
end ot this year.

Sweden's best selling singer and novelist Ulf Lundell raised
300,000 SEK for the campaign with a solidarity concert on
October 13th. He will give a second concert in Gothenberg
the day of departure. Lundell joined Ship for Bosnia
representatives for a recent telethon, which raised at least
260,000 SEK for the campaign. *

For more infornalion conlact lhe Golenberg Ship ior Bosnla campaign al + m1
1 2 13 27 iar 031 14 l3 1 1. or lhe Slockholm oflice al +84620532
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Britain's

El Salvador

THe Llsoun LEAoensHp NARRowLy DEFEATED left-wing demands
for the Trident nuclear missile system to be scrapped, during its
annual conference in Brighton. A motion demanding that
Trident be scrapped was defeated by 55.8% of the vote to
,14.2% on October 6. This was the first time for some years that
the leadership's views on nuclear weapons have carried the
day at a party conference.

The result, along with agreement by delegates not to debate
motions demanding significant defence spending cuts, were
characterised by senior party sources as proof of the
translormation to New Labour. Conferences of 1993 and 1994
both endorsed calls to scrap Trident, although the leadership
maintained this would not affect the formation of its policy.

According to Orpingon delegate Gill Collins, "50o/" of people in

Britain now consider nuclear weapons unnecessary. The bad
old days of the Labour defence bogey are going. The Tories
are losing their ammunition... Trident is a massive, costly white
elephant that should soon be with the dinosaurs... if the NEC
and the shadow cabinet had actively promoted party policy

[decommissioning Trident], the intensity of feeling against
Trident would be much greaterthan it is."

Trade unions were split on the issue, with the giant Transport
and General Workers Union supporting the call to scrap the
weapon system, but the public service union Unison, the

A sERrEs oF HrcH-pARTrcpanoN srRrKEs in July and August hit
the public sector: telecommunications, water, heatth, and public
works. Unions protested the draconian plans for redundahcies
which seek to prepare these utilities for
privatisation, governmental plans for
privatisation, the dismantling ol
nationalised industrial and
agricultural groups (through
reducing import taxes) and
legislation which would effectively
transform the country into a
gigantic free trade zone. Workers
in the clothing workshops, and
the assembly plants of the free
trade zones (maquiladoras) strucl
for their right to form kade unions.

The "Iorces of order" reacted
violently. The government's top
mncem is frightening away foreign
investors.

Demonslrations by demobilised FMLN
soldiers are also increasingly frequent, as
are deaths of former guerillas at the hands of the police. Four
years after the cease-fire agreement, demobilised soldiers of
both sides are still waiting tor 60% of the promised tand
transfers. On 28 July the Army joined with the police to
suppress a demonstration of the demobilised. Such blatent
infringements of the peace accords are increasingly common
since the UN mission effectively withdrew in April.

The l\4arch '1995 split in the FMLN has weakened the
movement's ability to react to developments. The remaining
components of the front are busily preparing for December
'1995, when they will dissolve into a single party.

According to Shafik Handel of the Communist Party (PCS), 'lhe
consolidation of the FI LN as the party or political subject of te
revolution constitutes a historic necessity and one of the

general Gl\,lB union and the Amalgamated Engineering and
Electrical Union backing the leadership. Brian codsell, of the
AEEU, told delegates: "Defence has been the Achilles' heel of
the Labour Party for too long. Norls the time to tum defence
into attack."

The leadership earlier had averted one possible defeat when,
citing time pressures and technical factors, it decided not to
allow votes on motions calling for Britain's defence spending to
be cut to the average level of other Western European
countries. The previous six Labour party conferences have
backed such calls.

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament chairwoman Janet
Bloomfield said the decision to keep Trident was party leader
Tony Blaiis 'first blank-cheque policy commitment which goes
against the grain of public opinion". A recent MORI poll shows
that, for the first time, a majority of British voters believe nuclear
weapons are no longer necessary. 'The British people are
ready for disarmament," said Bloomfield. 'The Labour Party
should give it to them... There is much the party could gain

from advocating a radical disarmament programme which
promises that the millions currently devoted to the means of
mass destruction can be ploughed back into rebuilding our
schools, houses and other public services." [AN]

conditions for realising successive victories until the
consumationn of the democratic revolulion"

There has been a noticeable decline in the militant base of the
(social democratic) Democratic Party (PD), formed by the two
currents which left the FL4LN in March. Their alliance with the
right was confirmed during the July strikes, when PD leader
Joaquin Vilalobos wamed strikers that "such methods do not
help solve the problems. They have rather more in common
with the anti-democratic culture of the most conservative
sectors of the right".

Several weeks earlier, the PD found itself the only party in
parliament which supported the ARENA government's
proposalto increase Value Added Tax by 3 percentage points.

Two of the PDs nine deputies have since abandoned the party
in protest, while mililant support for the party is evaporating in
their popular strongholds like Segundo Montes, a town
dominated by repatriated FMLN militants. [P[/VAN]

Hungarian
SoME 3,000 sruoENrs pRorEsrED aNGBtLy October 5, after
hearing details of an agreement between student union
leaders and Prime Minister Gyula Hom.

10,000 student demonstrators had formed a human chain
around parliament the previous evening. They were protesting
the new basic fee of 2,000 forints ($'15) a month lntroduced by
the government this academic year, and demanding that state
spending on education to keep pace with inflation.

The National Alliance of Hungarian University and College
Students has accepted the basic tuition fees, while the
government will ask universities and colleges nol to impose
additionalfees of their own this academic year.

The hated tuition fees are part of an austerity package which
has triggered a wave of protest across Hungary this year. [AN]
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